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INTRODUCTION 

During the course of this trial, Defendants have made six oral motions for mistrial, 

each of which has been denied.  On February 8, 2016, Defendants filed a written motion 

for mistrial essentially re-asserting the same grounds raised in their prior oral motions.  

The Court properly denied Defendants’ earlier motions for mistrial, and it should 

likewise deny this one. 

I. NONE OF THE EVIDENTIARY RULINGS COMPLAINED OF IN 
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION WERE ERRONEOUS, AND NONE SUPPORT A 
MISTRIAL. 

A. Defendants’ opening statement and questioning of Andrew Ekdahl made 
the matters raised in the letter and email from former employee Marchell 
Dunn admissible for impeachment purposes.  

Defendants’ motion advances three core arguments for why Defendants believe 

that Plaintiffs’ Exhibits 2964 and 2905, a letter and an email, respectively, from a former 

African-American employee describing Defendants’ hostile and discriminatory work 

environment, were inadmissible.  First, Defendants contend the exhibits were irrelevant 

and prejudicial under Federals Rules of Evidence 401 and 403.  Second, Defendants 

contend the exhibits were inadmissible character evidence under Rule 404(b).  Third, 

Defendants contend the exhibits were inadmissible as hearsay.    

However, Defendants waived some of their complaints by not timely objecting 

during trial under FED. R. EVID. 103.  Defendants were required to timely object to or move 

to strike each exhibit and state the specific ground (unless it was apparent from the 

context).  Defendants objected to Plaintiffs’ Exhibit 2964 as follows:  
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Mr. Quattlebaum:  Your Honor, I object to this document.  First of all, it's 
hearsay.  But second, it's got nothing to do with this case.  It's an employee 
dispute by an employee who was unhappy. 

The Court:  Overrule your objection. 

Trial Tr. Vol.4, 96:5-9.  Therefore, the only objections Defendants preserved regarding 

Exhibit 2964 are hearsay and relevance.  Defendants cannot now claim error pursuant to 

Rules 403 or 404.  Defendants offered no objection at all to Plaintiffs’ Exhibit 2905.  See 

Trial Tr. Vol.4, 98-100.  Thus, Defendants cannot claim any error regarding exhibit 2905.  

After the lunch break following the introduction of these exhibits, Defendants attempted 

to assert additional objections, including objections based on Rules 403 and 404, and 

moved for a mistrial.  The Court denied the motion for mistrial and noted that 

Defendants’ additional objections were not timely.  Trial Tr. Vol.4, 102:16-18.   

Consequently, Plaintiffs need only address the two claims of error preserved by 

Defendants regarding Exhibit 2964—relevance and hearsay.  Exhibit 2964 was highly 

relevant in light of Defendants’ own introduction of corporate “character” evidence and 

is not hearsay, so Defendants’ complaints are without merit and their motion should be 

denied.   

First, Defendants made Exhibit 2964 relevant by their own conduct during trial.  

Plaintiffs introduced the exhibit after Defendants put it’s owns corporate “character” at 

issue.  From the beginning of this trial, Defendants strived to paint a picture of themselves 

as small town, wholesome companies.  Defendants have attempted to promote a theme 

of pride in working for a family-owned company run by good, hard-working individuals 

as early as their opening statement:  
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I am extremely proud to represent the men and women of DePuy who get 
up in the morning, they go to work every day with one goal in mind: To 
produce products that help people to get better, that produce products that 
allow doctors to say yes to both those questions.  Yes, I can make you better; 
and, yes, you have choices. 

Trial Tr. Vol.2, 64:1-6. 

DePuy doesn't just make hips.  They make devices that do many things.  
They are composed of really marvelous people.  And I absolutely respect 
Mr. Cannon's deep respect for his clients.  I have it, too.   But the people of 
DePuy are good people and they go to work and they do build products.  
And they've been doing it for a hundred years.  Ezra DePuy started this 
company in Indiana over a hundred years ago in 1895.  And you don't stay 
in business for a hundred years making bad products. 

Trial Tr. Vol.2, 64:16-25. 

But, you know, it's hard to hear the things that the plaintiffs say about 
DePuy because these are good people doing their very best to make good 
products, and they did a tremendous amount of work to do that.   

Trial Tr. Vol.2, 99:4-8. 

DePuy’s former president, Andrew Ekdahl, furthered the theme of Defendants as 

“small town America” companies: 

Q. Okay. So where is the DePuy headquarters? 

A. The DePuy -- the worldwide headquarters for DePuy, what is now 
DePuy Synthes Joint Reconstruction, is in Warsaw, Indiana, which is -- it's 
in the northern part of Indiana, right in the center of Indiana. It's between 
South Bend, which most of us know is where Notre Dame is, so it's between 
South Bend and Fort Wayne. 

… 

A. Just describe Warsaw? 

Q. There it is. 

A. There you go.  It's small town America. I think there's 13 – somewhere 
between 13 and 15,000 residents in sort of the Warsaw proper area.  There's 
communities all around it, small towns al around it, and lots of lakes in the 
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area. So there's a much larger influx of people in the summer months. And 
I can assure you none of those people want to come to their lake homes in 
January, February or March. 

Trial Tr. Vol.3, 215:5-11; 216:1-10.  Defendants then proceeded to show the jury pictures 

of downtown Warsaw, the local football stadium, seminary, and technical school.  Trial 

Tr. Vol.3, 216:17-217:4.  The obvious purpose was to portray Defendants as simple and 

wholesome companies with small town values.  After that, Mr. Ekdahl and counsel for 

Defendants discussed the Johnson & Johnson credo to further illustrate this theme: 

Q.  And does Johnson & Johnson have something called the credo or -- I 
might call it a credo? 

A. Credo, yes. 

… 

Q. Tell us what this is and what role it plays with you and other people at 
DePuy. 

A. So I -- I look at it as a document with guiding principles.  Some people 
would call it a North Star, but in my mind it's a guiding document with a 
set of principles on how we operate. 

… 

Q. First line, “We believe our first responsibility is to the doctors, nurses 
and patients, to the mothers and fathers, and all others who use our 
products and services.”  Right? 

A. Agreed.  Yes.  A hundred percent. 

Q. So you've been there for over 25 years, until you just recently got moved 
over to another company, right, in the Johnson & Johnson hierarchy? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Why'd you stay? 

A. Well, you know, I guess I look at it -- you know, credo is one piece of the 
puzzle, but I stay for a number of reasons.  Number one, I think if you're in 
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a -- in the community like orthopedics, but also you're in medical devices, I 
think when you go to work and you have the opportunity to work on a 
device that's going to help somebody, I think it gives you a little bit more 
energy.  I think it certainly gives me energy when I go to work in the 
morning.  I also think -- If you go to that next paragraph and you talk about 
our employees, I'm very privileged to work with some really smart people.  
The people who work at DePuy are really smart, I think, extremely 
committed.  We have I think 25 percent of our employee base has been 
working for DePuy for 25 years.  So we've got this incredible blend of 
people who have been there a long time, people who are new, new to the 
industry, new to us, and I'm privileged to be able to work with that smart 
group of people.  And, you know, if you go back up to the other line, right, 
the doctors that were -- that we work with, you know, we work with -- I 
think we work with the best of the best.  The doctors who help us and 
collaborate with us are excellent.  Notwithstanding Dr. Schmalzried poor 
PowerPoint, his academics and credentials are acceptable.  And when you 
look at many of the other surgeons that we work with, I'm privileged and 
proud to be able to work with them. 

Q. So I've said this, have you ever had the opportunity to go to work 
somewhere else? 

A. Certainly I guess -- have I had the opportunity?  I think the opportunity 
would be there, yes.  I've never pursued it.  Everybody gets phone calls, but 
it's not something that I've ever pursued. 

Q. Okay. 

A. I never felt the need to. 

Trial Tr. Vol.3, 217:5-219:24. 

Q. Let's go back to DePuy as a business for a moment.  About how many 
employees work there in Warsaw? 

A. Somewhere between 1100 and 1200, folks.  About half are in 
manufacturing and half are in I'll call it nonmanufacturing. 

Q. What's the longevity of your employee base?  That is, how long do 
people work there? 

A. They work there a long time.  I think I said earlier about 25 percent of 
our folks have been there roughly 25 years or more. 

Q. A good place to work? 
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A. I think it's a very good place to work.  I'm going to miss it greatly. 

Trial Tr. Vol.3, 226:18-227:5.  Mr. Ekdahl wound down his portrayal of Defendants’ 

company as decent and wholesome by showing more pictures, this time of the DePuy 

headquarters building itself.  In addition to showing pictures of the company decorated 

at Christmas, the “inelegant” hallways, the cafeteria named after the company’s founder, 

and the McDonald’s view from his office window, Mr. Ekdahl shared a picture with the 

jury of the patriotic wall, a portion of the DePuy office built around a huge American flag 

and dedicated to honoring employees who are veterans.     

There can be no question that Defendants’ strategy was to leave an impression 

with the jury that Defendants are wholesome, ethical, small town companies made up of 

likeminded, hard-working individuals.1  Defendants opened this door and now complain 

that Plaintiffs were allowed to show evidence that rebuts that claim.  When a party puts 

its general reputation at issue, it cannot be heard to complain about admitting evidence 

that rebuts that reputation.  See, e.g., Croce v. Bromley Corp., 623 F.2d 1084, 1092-93 (5th 

Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 981, 101 S. Ct. 1516, 67 L. Ed. 2d 816 (1981) (holding that, 

where the defendants put the general reputation of a pilot at issue, they will not be heard 

to complain that the district court erred in admitting evidence of that pilot's past 

deportment as a pilot).  The Court, in discussing objections to other evidence offered for 

similar purposes, discussed this very concept: 

                                                 

1 As discussed in Section I.C infra, Defendants’ head of clinical research, Dr. Pam Plouhar, 
similarly opened the door to impeachment during her direct examination by suggesting that the 
sole focus at DePuy and Johnson & Johnson was on advancing patient care. 
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THE COURT: Okay.  Deny your mistrial.   First of all, you're the ones that 
have brought up Europe. You're going to keep bringing it up just like you 
did in the last trial.  You can't tell good things and not expect the bad things 
to come in. 

You cannot put on this is your life, DePuy, this is your life, Johnson & 
Johnson, and say these are all the good things, these are all good people, 
this is a small-town America, and all these are wonderful people doing 
wonderful things in these offices and not expect there to be impeachment 
of that, if there is any impeachment. 

… 

And with regard to these documents, this is impeachment, and I think it's 
appropriate impeachment. 

These are the very people that worked in that very building that were 
painted as being wonderful small-town people doing wonderful things.  
I'm sorry, some of the things they did weren't good things.  It's not just 
character.  It shows that the company isn't all of what was being painted, 
and those -- that was your choice. 

… 

So I'm not deciding how y'all are going to try this case, but I'm certainly 
going to rule on it when you do make those rulings.   

Trial Tr. Vol.4, 64:8-65:16.  As was so clearly articulated by the Court, Defendants’ own 

actions made impeachment evidence, like Plaintiffs’ Exhibit 2964, relevant.  Defendants’ 

argument regarding Rule 401 fails. 

With regard to Defendants’ claim that Exhibit 2964 is inadmissible hearsay, 

Defendants are simply incorrect.  Exhibit 2964 is a letter written by a DePuy employee in 

the marketing department about the state of affairs and work culture in her department.  

The statements were made while she was an employee at the company, and there can be 

no question that the matters discussed were within the scope of her position as an 

employee.  As such, Rule 801(d)(2)(D) clearly states that the letter is not hearsay.  One of 
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Plaintiffs’ central allegations is that Defendants, and in particular their marketing 

departments, failed to convey the necessary information to allow surgeons to make 

properly informed decisions, ignored or disregarded information suggesting there were 

problems with the Pinnacle Ultamet implants when it was presented to them, and 

continued to advocate for the use of metal-on-metal implants when the dangers 

associated with their use became obvious.  Consequently, the culture and poor 

management of the marketing department is particularly relevant in this trial.  Mr. 

Ekdahl, in a moment of candor he perhaps now regrets, essentially admitted that the most 

important thing was results.  When asked about Paul Berman, the former head of U.S. 

Hip Marketing for Defendants (and the person to whom Ms. Dunn’s letter was 

addressed), Mr. Ekdahl testified, “there’s no doubt in my mind that Paul had some flaws, 

but Paul performed.”  Trial Tr. Vol. 4, 25:2-3.  These “flaws” were the very sort of thing 

Ms. Dunn was describing in the letter about which Defendants now complain. 

Defendants did not timely object to these exhibits based on Rule 403 and 404, but 

even if they had, those objections would have been without merit.2  Rule 404 prohibits 

character evidence admitted for the purpose of establishing a propensity to engage in 

similar acts.  However, Rule 404(b) expressly permits evidence of bad acts if offered for 

another purpose.  Here, Plaintiffs did not offer the evidence to prove that Defendants 

engaged in discriminatory conduct against Plaintiffs.  The evidence was offered merely 

                                                 

2 The arguments set forth in the preceding paragraphs would equally apply to Plaintiffs’ Exhibit 
2905 as well, if Defendants properly preserved error regarding that exhibit. 
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to rebut the “corporate culture” evidence offered by Defendants.  As such, Rule 404 does 

not provide a basis for excluding Exhibit 2964.   

Furthermore, the probative value of this evidence was not substantially 

outweighed by a risk of unfair prejudice.  Virtually all evidence is prejudicial, or it is not 

material.  See Dollar v. Long Mfg., N. C., Inc., 561 F.2d 613, 618 (5th Cir. 1977).  In order for 

evidence to be excluded under Rule 403, the evidence must be unfairly prejudicial.  In this 

instance, it was Defendants who injected the “small town values/family values” issue in 

this case, and the evidence offered by Plaintiffs to rebut Defendants’ claims was highly 

probative of Defendants’ corporate culture – not merely in general, but specifically in 

regard to the marketing department, where most of the decisions regarding the Pinnacle 

Ultamet and its promotion were made.  The evidence adduced at trial has shown that the 

marketing department oversaw clinical trials, surgeon relationships, and made decisions 

regarding which information would be included in promotional materials.  It was 

marketing conduct – via improper surgeon payments – that gave rise to the 2007 DPA, 

discussed infra.  It was marketing conduct, including critical acts done in the very “small 

town America” office in Warsaw, that gave rise to 2011 DPA, also discussed infra.  And 

it was marketing conduct that led to the multi-billion dollar fine paid by Defendants’ for 

their improper conduct with regard to the marketing of the drugs Risperdal, Invega, and 
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Natrecor, also discussed infra.3  As a result, Defendants’ arguments regarding Exhibits 

2964 and 2905 are without merit, and their motion for mistrial should be denied.   

B. The Court correctly ruled that evidence regarding other Pinnacle claims 
and the ASR recall is relevant and admissible in this trial.  

Prior to this trial, Defendants moved in limine to exclude: (i) “Evidence Regarding 

the Existence of Other Lawsuits or Claims, Filed or Unfiled, Including References to the 

Existence of MDL 2244, In re DePuy Orthopaedics, Inc. Pinnacle Hip Implant Product Liability 

Litigation, and/or the Number of Pending Cases in That or Any Other Pinnacle-Related 

Proceeding” (“Other Pinnacle Claims Evidence”); and (ii) “Evidence Related to ASR Hip 

Implant” (“ASR Evidence”).  See Case 3:13-cv-01071-K, Dkt. No. 75 at #19(3) and #10.  The 

Court denied Defendants’ motion as to these two issues.  See Case 3:13-cv-01071-K, Dkt. 

No. 100 at p. 5.   

As discussed in greater detail below, the Other Pinnacle Claims Evidence and the 

ASR Evidence (including evidence that ASR was recalled) are highly relevant to 

Plaintiffs’ claims and to refute Defendants’ defenses in this case.  The probative value of 

this evidence was made abundantly clear during the first bellwether trial, Paoli v. DePuy 

Orthopaedics, Inc., 3:12-cv-04975-K.  Prior to the Paoli trial, the Court granted Defendants’ 

motion in limine to exclude Other Pinnacle Claims Evidence and ASR Evidence.  See Paoli, 

Dkt. 105.  However, during the Paoli trial, the Court explicitly warned Defendants that 

                                                 

3 Evidence regarding Johnson & Johnson’s conduct with respect to Risperdal, Invega, and 
Natrecor has not yet been admitted in this trial, but these matters were briefed as part of the 
parties’ motions in limine in advance of the present bellwether trial. 
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they would open the door to the admission of such evidence if they asserted a defense 

that metal-on-metal hips generally, and Pinnacle metal-on-metal hips specifically, had 

been successful: 

THE COURT: And my recollection of what you said that you're only going 
to go into, you only want to go into the part about going into the rest of the 
MDL and everything with regard to the ASR with this witness? 

MR. LANIER: Correct, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Okay. Well, at this point I'm not going to let you do that. I'm 
staying with the limine motion in that.  If you do think it gets to that point, 
you know I'm not there yet.  And so particularly with regard to -- well, the 
part about the whole MDL and with regard to ASR, if the defense goes 
into saying everything was successful, we were successful, that's where 
you're going to get into trouble with me on my changing my ruling.  I 
want to make sure you understand.  That's where you're getting very 
close, if you go there were no problems with metal-on-metal, that was 
never a problem, that would open it up.  So that's where -- I just want y'all 
to know that's where I'm thinking.  Does that make sense?  I'm not asking 
you to agree with me.  I'm -- your defense so far is you put the -- the doctor 
put it in at the wrong angle.  But if the defense is going to be there's never 
any problem with metal-on-metal, metal-on-metal has always been great, 
there's never been any problems, you may go over the line with me. 

MR. SARVER: Right. We don't intend – 

THE COURT: Does that make sense? 

MR. SARVER: Yes, sir. It does make sense. 

Paoli Trial Tr. Vol. 5, 104:5 – 105:7 (emphasis added).   

Despite Defendants’ stated understanding of the clear parameters set forth by the 

Court, Defendants consistently offered evidence and testimony throughout the Paoli trial 

that metal-on-metal was historically successful, that it continued to be a great product, 

and that Mrs. Paoli was merely an “outlier.”  See, e.g., Paoli trial Tr. Vol. 2, 92:21-23; Vol. 

3, 151:17-19, 176:22 – 177:8, 177:22-25, 223:6 – 224:12; Vol. 9, 191:21-24, 212:1 – 213:1, 215:1-
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10; Vol. 10, 31:25 – 32:4, 167:25 – 168:14; Vol. 11, 130:25 – 131:5, 248:10-16, 257:5-11; Vol 12, 

143:11 – 144:6, Vol. 18, 75:22 – 83:12, 103:15-19; Vol. 19, 30:8-16, 88:8-19, 92:6 – 93:16; Vol. 

20, 230:19-23; Vol. 21, 6:16-21, 133:16-23; Vol. 22, 195:6-9, 195:23 – 196:6, 270:2-7; Vol. 23, 

163:25 – 164:14, 185:1-18; Vol. 25, 150:5-7; Vol. 28, 121:14-22, 122:9 – 123:20, 127:22 – 128:12.   

In light of Defendants’ continued use of such evidence and testimony, the Court 

determined that Defendants opened the door to Plaintiff’s use of Other Pinnacle Claims 

Evidence and ASR Evidence.  Id. at Vol. 6, 9:18-21, 10:3-8, 10:12 – 11:20; Vol. 16, 78:6 – 79:5 

(“My concern really boils down to how far the defense has gone in defending this case 

and saying that metal-on-metal is great, there’s no problems, and the witness has 

continued to say that and the accumulation of that, and it’s gone – I think the defense has 

gone beyond defending this one case and defending metal-on-metal.  That’s a different 

problem.  That’s a different purpose for what he’s talking about.”), 131:21 – 132:21 (“I 

think it boils down to whether the defendants have opened this up or not.  And I think 

you have.  I think from the opening – I warned you about it, and I think you’ve continued 

to push it, push it, push it.  And you want to try these cases one by one, but you want to 

defend it.  You want to defend the whole thing.  I understand your argument.  I just don’t 

agree with it.  When you call somebody an outlier.  You’ve called doctors outliers, this 

patient an outlier.  I think the plaintiffs are able to respond and say, no, there’s lots of 

other problems with that.  And you just can’t have it both ways.”); Vol. 18, 179:15 – 180:12 

(overruling objection to evidence of ASR recall; “Overruled.  Opened up by your 

questions particularly, Mr. Sarver, and the way the defense has prepared this case.”); Vol. 

25, 64:10-13 (“I think that you opened the door with regard to the industry and defending 
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the industry.  When you begin to defend the industry, what the industry was doing 

becomes an issue.”).  

The probative value of the Other Pinnacle Claims Evidence and the ASR Evidence 

was clearly established during the Paoli trial.  The plaintiffs in this MDL contend that 

Defendants’ Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implants are defective and unreasonably 

dangerous, and that Defendants misrepresented the risks and benefits of the devices, and 

minimized and concealed problems with the devices as they became known.  Throughout 

the Paoli trial, Defendants defended against these allegations by repeatedly touting the 

benefits of metal-on-metal hip implants and claiming they have been successful.   

Notably, Defendants filed three motions for mistrial during the Paoli trial, arguing 

that this evidence was irrelevant and unduly prejudicial.  Paoli Trial, Dkt. Nos. 145, 163, 

172.  The Court overruled each of these motions.  Paoli Trial, Dkt. Nos. 149, 199; Paoli 

Trial Tr. Vol. 26, 9:18-19.  Ultimately, the jury rendered a judgment verdict in favor of 

Defendants in the Paoli trial.  Paoli Trial, Dkt. No. 213. 

The Paoli trial was informative to the Court in terms of what the parameters of 

admissible evidence in these cases should be.  The Court made it abundantly clear that if 

the present case was defended in the same manner as the Paoli trial, then Other Pinnacle 

Claims Evidence and ASR Evidence would be admissible – and Defendants have 

continued to assert the same defenses.  Specifically, as in Paoli, Defendants have offered 

evidence that metal-on-metal hip implants have had a long history of clinical success, 

were extensively tested and developed, were sold by many manufacturers and used by 

surgeons all over the world, and the only reason they are no longer used is simply 
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because surgeons lost interest in them, not because they are unsafe.  In light of these 

defensive claims, evidence of the industry-wide failure of metal-on-metal hip implants, 

including Pinnacle and ASR metal-on-metal hip implants, is highly probative and 

admissible.4    

(1) Evidence of other Pinnacle claims is relevant and not unfairly 
prejudicial. 

Evidence of other incidents, claims, and lawsuits involving the Pinnacle metal-on-

metal hip implant was properly admitted because the evidence is relevant to numerous 

issues in this case.  The Fifth Circuit has recognized that “[e]vidence of similar accidents 

might be relevant to the defendant’s notice, magnitude of the danger involved, the 

                                                 

4 The Court has explained this to Defendants on numerous occasions during this trial.  Tr. Vol. 3, 
105:14 – 106:5 (“With regard to other – what’s in Europe, [in] Mr. Sarver’s opening statement . . . 
he said that for many years hip implants, particularly DePuy hip implants had been very 
successful in Europe and talked about that and went and mentioned it more than once.  You can’t 
tell the good story this is your life hip implants without this being told. . . .  And so you can’t tell 
the good without telling the bad.  That’s what we did in the last trial.  And so when you open 
that door, that door is opened for good.”), 107:3-11 (“The last time we tried this case – and I 
don’t mind putting in the record – the defendants asked me to keep a lot of things out, and 
then you guys after all the witnesses were dismissed and gone you brought ‘em in, and all 
those things you wanted me to keep out with regard to Europe and what was going on over 
there.  As so I’m not going to play that game this time, and I’m not going to let you.  So I 
overrule – I don’t mind putting that in the record.  I’ve got the exact same lawyers here.”) 
(emphasis added); Vol. 4, 64:9-18 (“First of all, you’re the ones that have brought up Europe.  
You’re going to keep bringing it up just like you did in the last trial.  You can’t tell good things 
and not expect the bad things to come in.  You cannot put on this is your life, DePuy, this is your 
life, Johnson & Johnson, and say these are all the good things, these are all good people, this is a 
small-town America, and all these are wonderful people doing wonderful things in these offices 
and not expect there to be impeachment of that, if there is any impeachment.”) (emphasis added); 
Vol. 15, 109:19 – 110:25 (“But, anyway – you know, and this is the way y’all are trying this case.  
Y’all are trying this case – this is your life DePuy, this is your life J&J, and this is your life metal-
on-metal.  I know I’m going to hear that, because I heard the witnesses before in the last trial, 
and that is all of the good things metal-on-metal has done and all of the good things.  That’s 
unfortunately, that’s what the defense – I mean, the plaintiffs are able to allow them to be able 
to refute that, if that’s not true, and that’s their effort to do this.”) (emphasis added). 
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defendant’s ability to correct a known defect, the lack of safety for intended uses, strength 

of a product, standard of care, and causation.”  Ramos v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 615 F.2d 

334, 338-39 (5th Cir. 1980).  “Whether a reasonable inference can be drawn as to the 

harmful tendency or capacity (of a product) from prior failures depends on whether the 

conditions operating to produce the prior failures were substantially similar to the 

occurrence in question” and the prior failures did not “occur[ ] at too remote a time.”  Id. 

at 339 (quotes omitted). 

Defendants’ primary defense in this litigation is that metal-on-metal hip implants, 

and particularly Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implants, have been clinically successful 

and are not inherently defective.  Defendants asserted that defense during the Paoli trial 

and they continue to assert it in this trial.5  Defendants also argued in their pretrial 

                                                 

5 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 2, 66:8-11, 93:16-24 (Defendants’ opening statement by Mr. Sarver:  “In the ‘80s 
and ‘90s there were thousands of different surgeons using metal-on-metal in Europe, 
Switzerland, Germany, France.  And they’re having great results.”), 94:6-20 (“And around Europe 
thousands of patients had these devices and it was published in the literature, and the results 
were good.”; “In fact, the results were so good that some of the longest lasting results published 
in the literature were metal-on-metal, really good results.”), 97:13-20 (“DePuy acted responsibly 
in its innovation of metal.  And it took a long time.  It started way back before it released it.  You 
go back to 1992 and they’re working, designing, innovating, inventing, testing metal before it was 
ever released to the public.”), 100:23 – 101:25 (“Around the world the equivalents of the FDA have 
approved, cleared, or permitted the use of metal-on-metal devices, the Pinnacle Ultamet, in 51 
countries.  They have never – No FDA has ever said your device is defective, you have to re-call 
it.  Never.  51 countries around the world.”), 103:18 – 104:19 (“The Pinnacle Ultamet has 
performed extraordinarily well.  Of all metal-on-metal devices, it has performed beautifully.”), 
104:20 – 105:16 (“Our device has been studied.  How well does it do?  It does great.  You take the 
patients before and after.  Before hip surgery the – they’re doing very poorly on the Harris Hip 
Score.  After, results are excellent.  Across the board poor to excellent.  That’s the test of whether 
a product works.  That’s the test of whether a product is not defective.”), 106:18-24 (“The great 
shell, you can put in ceramic, metal or plastic.  And they’re all good options.  They all have their 
risks, all have their benefits.  Not one of them are defective.”); Vol. 3, 192:6-13 (testimony of former 
DePuy Orthopaedics President Andrew Ekdahl:  “Q: Okay.  What I want to ask you about now 
is two things.  One is how well during this time period from 2001 until 2010 was the performance 
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submissions to the Court, and have continued to argue throughout this trial, that 

Plaintiffs’ injuries were caused by something other than their hip implants.  Defendants 

claim Ms. Aoki’s revision was caused by instability,6 Mr. Christopher’s revision was 

caused by hemarthrosis,7 Dr. Greer’s revision was caused by sarcoidosis,8 Captain 

Peterson’s revision was caused by a cyst,9 and Mr. Klusmann’s revisions were caused by 

hypersensitivity10 -- much like a corporate game of “not it.”  Thus, evidence of the 

thousands of patients that have suffered the exact same or very similar injuries as 

Plaintiffs after being implanted with Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implants is directly 

relevant to rebut Defendants’ contentions.  Ramos, 615 F.2d at 338-39.   

In product liability cases, “[e]vidence of similar accidents occurring under 

substantially similar circumstances and involving substantially similar components may 

                                                 

of Pinnacle Ultamet?  How was it doing?  A: Excellent.  It’s doing extremely – extremely well.  It’s 
– I would say it’s meeting – easily meeting expectations, and it is easily – yeah, it’s easily meeting 
expectations for us clinically.”), 196:15-18 (“Q: So if you’re looking at that in 2010, when you re-
call ASR, the monoblock device, what does the Australian registry tell you the performance 
quality is of the Pinnacle Ultamet?  A: It says it’s very high.”), 197:15 (“We stopped selling 
[Pinnacle Ultamet] because there was no demand for it.”), 211:19-24 (“Q: Is Pinnacle Ultamet a 
device that you think was a good device?  A: I think it was an excellent device.”); Vol. 6, 69:12 – 
70:2, 124:3-9, 133:21 – 134:2, 142:3-11, 184:5-11; Vol. 7, 169:17-22. 
6 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 2, 66:23 – 67:14, 107:18-20, 108:12 – 110:11, 111:1-4; Vol. 9, 181:6 – 182:1, 184:18-
23, 195:4-5, 196:9-10, 201:5-15, 202:19-20, 203:9-12; Vol. 19, 6:14-19, 6:24 – 7:1, 8:15-25, 36:9-10; Vol. 
23, 31:14-19. 
7 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 2, 67:18 – 68:8, 107:20-21, 111:5 – 113:23; Vol. 23, 122:19 – 123:9, 127:23 – 130:25. 
8 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 2, 68:9-18, 107:21, 113:24 – 114:25, Vol. 23, 68:2 – 70:1, 72:5-8, 73:2-19, 77:8-12, 
79:11 – 82:9, 84:2-15, 85:2-11, 89:5-7, 90:13-15, 91:22-24, 92:18-21, 94:18 – 95:2, 95:21-24, 96:16-18, 
97:2-4, 98:17-19, 101:14-18, 103:7-8, 104:16 – 105:3, 108:8-9, 110:24 – 113:4. 
9 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 2, 68:23 – 69:18, 107:21-22, 115:1-25; Vol. 9, 87:2-15; Vol. 23, 120:6 – 121:22. 
10 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 2, 69:19 – 70:7, 80:9-15, 99:21-23, 107:22-23, 116:11-21; Vol. 10, 197:18 – 198:23, 
199:5-13, 199:24 – 201:8; Vol. 23, 31:9-14, 49:4-5, 53:17-19, 138:1-4, 142:1-9, 144:13-16. 
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be probative of defective design.”  See Jackson v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 788 F.2d 1070, 

1082 (5th Cir. 1986).  But “[s]ubstantial similarity does not require an exact match” and 

“differences between the accidents not affecting their substantial similarity go to the 

weight of the evidence and not to its admissibility.”  Green v. Schutt Sports Mfg. Co., 369 

Fed. Appx. 630, 638 (5th Cir. 2010); Knauff v. Dorel Juvenile Group, No. SA:08-CV-336-XR, 

2010 WL 114014, *2-3 (W.D. Tex. Jan. 6, 2010).11   

In medical-device defect cases, federal courts have held that evidence of other 

incidents is substantially similar where the other incidents involved the same device and 

a similar injury.12  For this reason, the cases cited by Defendants are inapposite.  See 

Johnson v. Ford Motor Co., 988 F.2d 573, 580 (5th Cir. 1993) (upholding exclusion of 

evidence of other accidents because “[n]one of the other alleged accidents at issue appear 

to have involved the precise mechanical defect alleged by Johnson” and “Johnson has 

failed to establish any recognizable similarity between his claim and those that are the 

                                                 

11 See also Edwards v. Permobil, Inc., CIV. A. 11-1900, 2013 WL 4508063, at *1 (E.D. La. Aug. 22, 
2013); Hankins v. Ford Motor Co., 3:08-CV-639, 2012 WL 174793, at *3 (S.D. Miss. Jan. 20, 2012). 
12 See, e.g., Chlopek v. Federal Ins. Co., 499 F.3d 692, 695 (7th Cir. 2007); Kendall v. Bausch & Lomb Inc., 
No. CIV 05-5066-JLV, 2011 WL 860447, *1, 6 (D. S.D. Mar. 9, 2011); In re Mentor Corp. ObTape 
Transobturator Sling Products Liability Litig., 2010 WL 2196632, *1 (M.D. Ga. May 28, 2010).  Cf. 
Kehm v. Procter & Gamble Mfg. Co., 724 F.2d 613, 625-26 (8th Cir. 1983) (in suit alleging wrongful 
death from toxic shock syndrome, evidence of complaints manufacturer received from other 
consumers concerning its tampons was admissible to show notice, causation, and the product’s 
dangerousness; “In this case, consumer complaints need not match the exact scientific description 
of TSS in order to show substantial similarity between other consumers’ illnesses and Mrs. 
Kehm’s illness.  Procter & Gamble had ample opportunity, of which it availed itself, to rebut the 
force of the other complaints by pointing out dissimilarities between the complainers’ symptoms 
and the symptoms of TSS.  It was up to the jury to decide what weight to give the complaints 
from other consumers.”).  
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subject of the evidence at issue”); Roberts v. Harnischfeger Corp., 901 F.2d 42, 45 (5th Cir. 

1989) (trial court properly excluded affidavit summarizing “copies of notices of pending 

litigation against [defendants] and other reports concerning [defendant’s] cranes that 

allegedly were involved in two-blocking incidents,” that was meant to demonstrate the 

dangerousness of two-blocking, as inadmissible hearsay and because its probative value 

was slight, as the “danger of two-blocking was acknowledged to be well-known”); 

McHann v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 713 F.2d 161, 166-67 (5th Cir. 1983) (in 

manufacturing defect claim, court properly excluded evidence that the defendant had 

settled with a third party involved in the same accident at issue in the lawsuit under Rule 

408). 

In this case, evidence of other claims, lawsuits, and incidents involving the 

Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implant is admissible because those incidents satisfy the 

“substantial similarity” test: they involve the same device and similar injuries.  This 

evidence is relevant to rebut Defendants’ argument that Plaintiffs’ injuries were caused 

by something other than their defective hip implants.  See Ramos, 615 F.2d at 338-39 

(noting that “[e]vidence of similar accidents might be relevant to…causation.”).  It is also 

relevant to establish that Defendants had notice of a potential defect.13  Specifically, 

                                                 

13 When offered for notice, the rule requiring similarity is somewhat relaxed.  See Jackson, 788 F.2d 
at 1083; Knauff, 2010 WL 114014 at *2.  When evidence of other incidents is offered for the purpose 
of establishing the defendant’s awareness of a dangerous condition, the party seeking to 
introduce the evidence need only establish reasonable similarity.  See Jackson, 788 F.2d at 1083; 
Knauff, 2010 WL 114014 at *2; Hendricks v. Ford Motor Co., No. 4:12cv71, 2012 WL 4478308, *1, 3 
(E.D. Tex. Sept. 27, 2012) (citing Johnson, 988 F.2d at 579).  Differences in circumstances in the 
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Defendants were aware that their Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implants were failing at 

unacceptably high rates and that the injuries caused by these failures were severe.14  

Rather than alerting patients and surgeons to this alarming information, Defendants 

continued to aggressively promote the Pinnacle metal-on-metal implants, and did not 

stop selling them until 2013, when the FDA called their safety into question.  Tr. Vol. 3, 

197:15.   

The fact that Defendants were aware of these failures, yet continued to sell the 

Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implant and mislead the public as to its safety and efficacy, 

is directly relevant to the issue of culpability for the jury’s consideration of whether and 

to what extent punitive damages should be assessed against Defendants.  See Hendricks, 

2012 WL 4478308 at *4.  For example, in Hershberger v. Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc., Johnson 

& Johnson (one of the Defendants in this case) moved to exclude other events and 

occurrences involving its Ethicon medical staplers.  No. 2:10-cv-00837, 2012 WL 1113955, 

*1, 2-4 (S.D. W.Va. Mar. 30, 2012).  The evidence at issue consisted of incidents 

“involv[ing] similar devices and allegations of similar defects.”  Id. at *2.  The court held 

that, even though “reasonable secondary explanations for the other incidents” such as 

“surgical team error” were not eliminated, the evidence was admissible to prove “notice 

                                                 

incidents sought to be introduced goes to the weight of the evidence, rather than its admissibility.  
Hendricks, 2012 WL 4478308 at *3. 
14 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 6, 227:8-20, 240:5 – 241:6; Vol. 7, 67:21 – 68:10; Vol. 8, 70:12 – 71:7, 71:18 – 74:16, 
77:1-24, 82:14 – 92:16. 
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or knowledge of a product issue” for the purpose of establishing punitive damages.  Id. 

at *2, 4.15   

Contrary to Defendants’ assertions, Plaintiffs are not inviting the jury to award 

punitive damages based on the injuries Defendants inflicted upon nonparties.  Motion at 

p. 12.  In Philip Morris USA v. Williams, 549 U.S. 346 (2007), the United States Supreme 

Court recognized that “[e]vidence of actual harm to nonparties can help to show that the 

conduct that harmed the plaintiff also posed a substantial risk of harm to the general 

public, and so was particularly reprehensible . . .”  Id. at 355; see also id. at 357 (“[W]e 

recognize that conduct that risks harm to many is likely more reprehensible than conduct 

that risks harm to only a few.  And a jury consequently may take this fact into account in 

determining reprehensibility.”).  Moreover, the Supreme Court recognized the courts can 

implement procedures to protect against the risk of a jury awarding punitive damages to 

punish defendants for their actions with respect to nonparties.  Id. at 357.  The Court can 

instruct the jury that “it may not punish a defendant for the harm the defendant’s conduct 

allegedly caused to other persons who are not parties to the litigation.”  Texas Pattern 

Jury Charge 28.7 cmt. (2014) (citing Philip Morris, 549 U.S. at 357).  See also Alaniz v. 

                                                 

15 Defendants cite In re Wright Med. Tech. Inc., 1:13-CV-297-WSD, 2015 WL 6690046 (N.D. Ga. Oct. 
30, 2015) for the proposition that “[t]he mere filing of other lawsuits does not demonstrate that 
Defendants actually harmed other people, or otherwise demonstrate Defendants’ 
reprehensibility.”  Motion at p. 12 (quoting Wright, 2015 WL 6690046, at *9).  But in Wright, unlike 
in this case, evidence of other lawsuits was not being offered to show notice.  2015 WL 6690046, 
at *8 n.14.  Moreover, in that case it was “uncertain whether [d]efendants [we]re liable at all, and 
thus, uncertain whether they harmed any nonparties.”  Id. at *9.  Here, on the contrary, Plaintiffs 
have offered extensive evidence that the defective design of the Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip 
implant has actually harmed other people.  See, e.g., infra at n. 16. 
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Zamora-Quezada, 591 F.3d 761, 780 (5th Cir. 2009) (“The jury instructions and questions 

clearly indicated that the jury was to assess punitive damages specifically as to each 

Appellee.  The jury, in turn, answered the relevant question for each individual Appellee 

and awarded a different amount to each.  The instructions and the varying awards 

evidence that the jury understood that the punitive damage awards were supposed to be 

based on the individual's harm rather than generalized harm to nonparties.  Accordingly, 

Zamora's due process rights were not violated by the jury's award.”).  This is precisely 

what this Court did in the Paoli trial.  Paoli, Dkt. No. 213 at p. 25.     

Accordingly, evidence of similar incidents and claims involving the Pinnacle 

metal-on-metal hip implant is directly relevant to many of the issues to be decided by the 

jury in this case.  Moreover, the probative value of such evidence substantially outweighs 

any potential prejudice that may result from its admission.  As the Fifth Circuit has 

explained: 

Relevant evidence is inherently prejudicial; but it is only [u]nfair prejudice 
[s]ubstantially outweighing probative value, which permits exclusion of 
relevant matter under Rule 403.  Unless trials are to be conducted on 
scenarios, on unreal facts tailored and sanitized for the occasion, the 
application of Rule 403 must be cautious and sparing.  Its major function 
is limited to excluding matters of scant or cumulative probative force, 
dragged in by the heels for the sake of its prejudicial effect.  As to such, Rule 
403 is meant to relax the iron rule of relevance, to permit the trial judge to 
preserve the fairness of the proceedings by exclusion despite its relevance.  
It is not designed to permit the court to ‘even out’ the weight of the 
evidence, to mitigate a crime, or to make a contest where there is little or 
none. 

United States v. McRae, 593 F.2d 700, 707 (5th Cir. 1979) (emphasis added); accord Jowers v. 

Lincoln Elec. Co., 617 F.3d 346, 356 (5th Cir. 2010); see also Learmonth v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 
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631 F.3d 724, 733 (5th Cir. 2011) (“Unfair prejudice is not satisfied by evidence that is 

merely adverse to the opposing party.”).    

In their motion, Defendants state: 

It is widely recognized that evidence of other lawsuits is inadmissible 
under Rule 403, because it is ‘highly prejudicial’ to defendants and ‘likely 
to confuse and mislead the jury’ by creating the erroneous implication that 
the existence of other lawsuits is somehow itself evidence that the product 
is defective.  In re Ethicon, Inc., Pelvic Repair Sys. Prods. Liab. Litig., MDL No. 
2327, 2014 WL 505234, at *6 (S.D. W. Va. Feb. 5, 2014) (collecting cases).  

Motion at p. 11 (emphasis added).  Notably, despite arguing that this proposition is 

“widely recognized,” Defendants only cite to a single case from the Southern District of 

West Virginia to support it.  Id.  And although in their parenthetical Defendants imply 

that the Ethicon court cited a collection of cases for this proposition, in truth the court did 

not cite a single case in support of this statement.  Ethicon, 2014 WL 505234, at *6 (“Further, 

evidence of other lawsuits and the factual allegations therein is inadmissible under Rule 

403.  Although other lawsuits may ultimately show that the TVT is defective, the jury 

must still find that the TVT caused Ms. Lewis’s injuries.  Evidence of other lawsuits is 

likely to confuse and mislead the jury from that task, and it is highly prejudicial to 

Ethicon.”).  Rather, the Ethicon court cited a number of cases for the proposition that 

“evidence of lawsuits is generally considered inadmissible hearsay.”  Id.  But Defendants 

do not argue in their motion that the Other Pinnacle Claims Evidence constitutes 

inadmissible hearsay.  Motion at pp. 10-13.  Nor did they argue in their Motion in Limine 

that this evidence is inadmissible hearsay.  Case 3:13-cv-01071-K, Dkt. No. 74-1, at pp. 38-

41.  Nor have they asserted a hearsay objection with respect to the majority of the 
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references to other lawsuits made in this trial (the exception being with respect to Mr. 

Nargol’s testimony, discussed further below).  For example, when Defendants moved for 

a mistrial based on Plaintiffs’ counsel’s reference to other lawsuits in his opening 

statement, it was not based on hearsay:  

Also during the opening statement he told the jury there are thousands of 
more cases, which is also irrelevant to the outcome of this case.  And it 
violates federal Rule 401, 403.  And we think that was a highly 
inflammatory and improper thing for him to say.  We move for a mistrial 
at this point in time because of the improper putting into the jury box of 
those two very inflammatory, inadmissible facts.  

Tr. Vol. 2, 59:7-14 (emphasis added).  When Plaintiffs’ counsel questioned Dr. Plouhar 

about there being “over 8,000 lawsuits pending” against Defendants for metal-on-metal, 

Defendants’ counsel did not assert a hearsay objection.  Tr. Vol. 6, 219:3-9.  When 

Plaintiffs’ counsel questioned Dr. Haas regarding his other patients that have filed 

lawsuits against DePuy in this MDL, Defendants’ counsel asserted several objections (e.g., 

HIPAA, relevance, etc.), but not hearsay.  Tr. Vol. 20, 62:8 – 73:25.  And most recently, 

when Plaintiffs’ counsel referenced the 8,000 other plaintiffs in this MDL in his 

questioning of Dr. Nelson, Defendants did not object at all.  Tr. Vol. 24, 66:2-4.   

Thus, even if evidence regarding other Pinnacle lawsuits constitutes hearsay 

(which Plaintiffs do not concede), Defendants’ failure to assert a timely hearsay objection 

waived the objection.  See N.L.R.B. v. Cal-Maine Farms, Inc., 998 F.2d 1336, 1343 (5th Cir. 

1993) (“Cal-Maine did not object to the two employees’ testimony on hearsay grounds at 

the administrative hearing.  Thus, their hearsay objection is waived.”); Fox v. Taylor 

Diving & Salvage Co., 694 F.2d 1349, 1356 (5th Cir. 1983) (“[A]n objection of hearsay is also 
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waived if no timely objection is made.”); Mondis Tech. Ltd. v. Chimei InnoLux Corp., 822 F. 

Supp. 2d 639, 657 (E.D. Tex. 2011), aff'd sub nom. Mondis Tech. Ltd. v. Innolux Corp., 530 

Fed. Appx. 959 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (“The record is clear that InnoLux’s counsel failed to raise 

a timely objection to the China Post article on hearsay grounds, thereby waiving it . . .”); 

Turner v. Am. Commercial Barge Lines, CIV. A. 87-2728, 1988 WL 59860, at *7 (E.D. La. June 

3, 1988) (“It is well established that a party waives a hearsay objection if he does not 

timely raise the objection at trial.”). 

The only time Defendants objected on the basis of hearsay with regard to a 

reference of “thousands” of lawsuits was in their objections to Plaintiffs’ designations 

from the deposition of Mr. Antoni Nargol.  See Defendants’ Appeal of Adverse Rulings 

of Special Master on Page and Line Designations from Deposition of Mr. Nargol and 

Objections to Mr. Nargol’s Being Allowed to Testify, Case 3:12-cv-01672-K, Dkt. No. 110 

at p. 5.  The Special Master sustained Defendants’ hearsay objections and ordered that 

“[a]ny party may request an appropriate limiting instruction during trial.”  See Special 

Master’s Order on Antoni Nargol Deposition Designations and Objections, Case 3:13-cv-

01071-K, Dkt. No. 121.  The Court allowed the testimony of Mr. Nargol to be presented 

to the jury (Tr. Vol. 8, 50:11-12, 52:2-16, 54:22 – 55:12), and provided the following limiting 

instruction:  

During a portion of the deposition testimony of Antoni Nargol you will 
hear testimony and view exhibits about allegations that the defendants in 
this case – that would be DePuy and Johnson & Johnson – knew about 
problems occurring with patients in the United States, the United Kingdom, 
Australia, and Japan regarding DePuy metal-on-metal hip implants.  This 
evidence is being offered for the limited purpose of demonstrating the 
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defendants knew of the complaints, and their intent, reaction, response, and 
follow-up.   

Now, some of those complaints involve a different product than this one 
called the ASR, which is also just to show notice.  Notice that they – that the 
defendants did get notice of these complaints and then to also show their 
intent, reaction, response and follow-up, whatever that is.   

It’s not offered to show that the complaints are in fact true. 

When – now, in addition to that, let me make sure, there may be something 
else I want to tell you.  No, I think that’s it. 

When testimony or an exhibit is admitted for a limited purpose, you may 
consider that testimony or exhibit only for the specific limited purpose for 
which it was admitted. 

Id. at 57:2-23 (emphasis added).  Since the Court made it clear to the jury that this portion 

of Mr. Nargol’s testimony was not being offered to prove the truth of the matter asserted, 

the testimony is not hearsay.  FED. R. EVID. 801(c)(2). 

Defendants cite Nissan Motor Co. v. Armstrong, 145 S.W.3d 131 (Tex. 2004), for the 

proposition that a product defect “cannot simply be inferred from a large number of 

complaints.”  Id. at 142; Motion at p. 11.  First, Nissan is distinguishable because the 

plaintiff sought to admit the defendant’s database of 757 consumer complaints of 

unintended acceleration, but none of those complaints alleged the same defect the 

plaintiff was alleging.  Id. at 141-42.  Moreover, Plaintiffs are not relying solely on the 

existence of other Pinnacle metal-on-metal claims here.  Id. at 140 (“[W]e have never held 

that mere claims of previous accidents can prove a product is defective . . .”; “[A] large 

number of complaints cannot alone raise a fact question that a defect exists.”) (emphasis 

added).  Plaintiffs have offered extensive objective evidence and competent expert 
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testimony at trial establishing that the Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implant is defective.16  

The existence of other Pinnacle claims is only a small portion of the evidence adduced at 

trial.  Finally, as discussed above, this evidence is relevant to other issues aside from 

defect, including notice and punitive damages.  Therefore, the admission of evidence 

regarding other Pinnacle metal-on-metal lawsuits at trial was not improper and does not 

warrant a mistrial.   

(2) Evidence regarding the ASR recall is relevant and not unfairly 
prejudicial. 

Evidence regarding the Defendants’ ASR hip implants (including evidence that 

such devices were recalled) is also relevant and admissible in this trial for the same 

reasons discussed above with respect to the Other Pinnacle Claims Evidence.  The ASR 

XL hip implant was another metal-on-metal hip implant manufactured by Defendants 

and sold in the United States and other countries.  Tr. Vol. 2, 139:24-25; Tr. Vol. 14, 185:8-

18.  Although the ASR hip implant differs from the Pinnacle Ultamet hip implant in some 

respects, “[s]ubstantial similarity does not require an exact match.”  Green, 369 F. App’x 

at 638.  See also Jackson, 788 F.2d at 1083 (holding that evidence of similar accidents was 

                                                 

16 See, e.g., Vol. 2, 180:2-7, 180:17-21, 185:4-23, 186:1-5, 187:17 – 188:4, 189:23 – 190:14, 195:23 – 196:2, 
197:1 – 200:11, 218:16 – 220:6, 221:15-24, 239:5-9; Vol. 3, 9:4-11, 22:4-21, 27:8 – 28:8, 36:3-8, 40:6-9, 
47:15 – 49:11, 49:25 – 50:15, 69:17-19, 76:22 – 77:6, 80:10-13, 86:9 – 87:10, 91:16 – 93:25; Vol. 6, 233:9 
– 234:1, 234:12-17, 236:22 – 237:5, 237:20-22, 240:7 – 241:6, 241:12-10, 246:8-21, 253:2-24; Vol. 7, 32:19 
– 33:5, 35:4-19, 42:11-19, 44:22 – 45:6, 61:8-11, 61:20 – 62:21, 65:3 – 70:18, 78:9-16, 79:23 – 80:13, 86:19 
– 87:11, 93:10 – 94:21, 97:1-4, 97:8 – 99:17, 101:4-19, 103:10-14, 190:17 – 191:1, 203:8-14, 209:6-14; Vol. 
8, 70:12 – 74:7, 77:7-24, 81:16-22, 83:5-23, 86:5-19, 88:14 – 90:4, 91:20 – 92:11, 120:15-24, 133:6-16, 
139:6-15, 141:9-24; Vol. 10, 16:3-16, 19:19-21, 20:6-9, 21:16-18, 22:6-13, 25:25 – 26:7, 26:21 – 27:14, 
30:19 – 31:23, 33:2-4, 41:14-21, 43:25 – 44:5, 133:19-25; Vol. 11, 71:19 – 74:16, 75:10 – 78:20, 79:5 – 
82:20, 87:18 – 88:8, 112:17 – 113:3; Vol. 12, 110:23 – 111:2, 159:7-20; Vol. 13, 70:8-18, 75:9 – 77:5, 83:8 
– 86:25, 91:10-14, 105:20 – 106:13; Vol. 16, 188:5 – 189:15, 225:21-25. 
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not limited to situations involving exactly the same components as those involved in the 

plaintiff’s accident); Edwards, 2013 WL 4508063, at *2; Knauff, 2010 WL 114014, *3.  Instead, 

the similarity of the incidents must be assessed in light of the defect at issue in the case; 

if the other incidents are substantially similar with respect to the alleged defect, the 

evidence is admissible.  See Jackson, 788 F.2d at 1083; Edwards, 2013 WL 4508063, at *2 

(“Even though the chair models were different, it is the similarity of the failed mechanism 

that is relevant.  This is true even under the stricter ‘substantial similarity’ standard.”).   

The Pinnacle Ultamet hip implant and the ASR hip implant share many 

similarities that justify admission of evidence regarding Defendants’ experience with and 

reaction to problems with those implants.  For example, both the Pinnacle Ultamet hip 

implant and the ASR hip implant utilize cobalt chrome molybdenum components 

articulating in direct contact at the bearing surfaces, resulting in the generation of metal 

wear debris and metal ions.17  Patients with ASR hip implants often develop the same 

problems as patients with Pinnacle Ultamet hip implants: tissue and bone reactions, 

damage, and tissue necrosis necessitating a revision surgery.18  Even Defendants 

                                                 

17 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 4, 43:14-23 (“Q: Both Pinnacle and ASR rub metal against metal, don’t they?  A: 
Yes, they’re metal-on-metal implants.  Q: Both leave metal debris and ions in the body, don’t 
they?  A: Yes, there’s the potential for that.  Q: Well, not only potential, it happens, doesn’t it?  A: 
Yes.  Q: Both use cobalt and chrome in the articulating surfaces, don’t they?  A: Yes.”); Vol. 7, 
89:14-15, 97:1-4. 
18 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 4, 44:2-6 (“Q: Your own company has admitted in its own papers, and all of 
the literature supports this, that the metal-on-metal from the cobalt chrome debris and ions 
damages the body, both from ASR and from Pinnacle, right?  A: I – I would say potentially.”); Tr. 
Vol. 6, 226:17 -227:23, 240:5 – 241:6; Vol. 7, 67:21 – 68:10, 70:12-17 (“The problems we’ve seen 
clinically [with the Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implant] have been virtually identical to the other 
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acknowledge their similarities.  When Defendants sought FDA clearance to market the 

ASR hip implant, they represented that the ASR hip implant was “substantially 

equivalent” to the Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implant “based upon the similarities in 

design, material composition, and intended use/indications for use.”  Tr. Vol. 2, 140:12 – 

141:1; Vol. 4, 41:20 – 44:6; PX-283 at pp. 16-17. 

Defendants recalled the ASR hip implant in August 2010.  Tr. Vol. 2, 142:6-9.  The 

fact that they were recalled is relevant to a number of issues in this case.  First, as 

discussed above, Defendants argued in the Paoli trial, and continue to argue in this trial, 

that metal-on-metal hip implants have had a long history of clinical success, were 

extensively tested, were sold by many manufacturers and used by surgeons all over the 

world, and the only reason they are no longer used is simply because surgeons lost 

interest in them, not because they are unsafe.19  The failure and ultimate recall of the ASR 

hip implant directly rebuts these contentions.  As Defendants have acknowledged, the 

ASR hip implant was recalled because it was failing in too many people.  Tr. Vol. 2, 141:15 

– 142:4; Vol. 3, 15:4-22.   

Evidence regarding the ASR recall is also relevant to show Defendants’ knowledge 

of potential problems with metal-on-metal hip implants in general.  See Ramos, 615 F.2d 

                                                 

DePuy ASR product.”), 70:18 – 71:7, 71:18 – 74:16, 87:17 – 92:16, 104:16-17 (ASR and Pinnacle “both 
elicit the same clinical response when they fail”), 104:22-25, 155:13-17, 159:9-17. 
19 See, e.g., Tr. 2, 66:8-11, 93:16-24, 94:6-20, 97:13-20, 100:23 – 101:25, 103:18 – 104:19, 104:20 – 105:16, 
106:18-24; Vol. 3, 192:6-13, 196:15-18, 197:15, 211:19-24; Vol. 6, 69:12 – 70:2, 124:3-9, 133:21 – 134:2, 
142:3-11, 184:5-11; Vol. 7, 169:17-22.  In fact, Defendants have even blamed the ASR recall as part 
of the reason demand for the Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implants waned.  Tr. Vol. 3, 197:13 – 
198:17.  
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at 338-39; Jackson, 788 F.2d at 1083; Knauff, 2010 WL 114014 at *2; Hendricks, 2012 WL 

4478308, *1, 3 (citing Johnson, 988 F.2d at 579).  Specifically, the evidence adduced during 

this trial shows that Defendants were aware the Pinnacle Ultamet hip implant was 

demonstrating a pattern of problems that was similar to the problems experienced with 

the ASR hip implant.20  Yet they failed to warn surgeons about the risks associated with 

the use of metal-on-metal hip implants and continued to promote the Pinnacle Ultamet 

hip implant after the ASR recall.21  In fact, Defendants specifically employed a strategy to 

push the Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implant as an metal-on-metal alternative to the 

ASR.  See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 2, 142:11-17. 22  To accomplish this goal, Defendants tried to 

convince surgeons that the Pinnacle Ultamet hip implant did not have the same problems 

as the ASR hip implant, even though they knew this not to be true.23  Part of their strategy 

included their marketing of the aSphere femoral head.24  Notably, the ASR recall occurred 

                                                 

20 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 6, 226:17 -227:23, 240:5 – 241:6; Vol. 7, 67:21 – 68:10, 70:12-17 (“The problems 
we’ve seen clinically [with the Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implant] have been virtually identical 
to the other DePuy ASR product.”), 70:18 – 71:7, 71:18 – 74:16, 87:17 – 92:16, 104:16-17 (ASR and 
Pinnacle “both elicit the same clinical response when they fail”), 104:22-25, 155:13-17, 159:9-17. 
21 See, e.g., PX-26; Tr. Vol. 2, 207:18-20, 211:7-12, 211:19 – 212:5, ; Vol. 3, 37:3-15, 140:11 – 144:5; Vol. 
4, 89:5 – 90:20, 92:2-15, 93:15-25, 94:17 – 95:6, 158:12 – 159:20; Vol. 7, 119:9-20.  
22 “Q:… And what the company did when they re-called ASR is they told the sales force try to 
talk the doctors that were using ASR into using Pinnacle metal-on-metal and just move them from 
one to the other.  Right.  A: It was to get the surgeons to understand the benefits of Pinnacle metal-
on-metal, correct, that the device was performing very well on the market.”; PX-26 at pp. 40-42; 
PX-65 at p. 9. 
23 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 6, 226:17 -227:23, 240:5 – 241:6; Vol. 7, 67:21 – 68:10, 70:12-17, 70:18 – 71:7, 71:18 
– 74:16, 87:17 – 92:16, 104:16-17, 104:22-25, 155:13-17, 159:9-17; PX-26 at pp. 40-42. 
24 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 3, 43:1-7, 46:6-22, 54:13-16, 55:4 – 56:13; Vol. 10, 59:6-20, 67:17-21; Vol. 11, 98:22 
– 99:14, 100:18 – 101:18, 108:2-8, 108:21 – 109:7, 110:18 – 111:3; PX-772.   
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in August 2010, one month prior to Plaintiff Margaret Aoki being implanted with her 

Pinnacle Ultamet hip implant utilizing an aSphere femoral head.  Tr. Vol. 2, 142:6-9; Vol. 

9, 188:11-17; Vol. 11, 131:25 – 132:1; Vol. 13, 216:3-9.  Therefore, the ASR recall is certainly 

relevant as to notice with regard to Mrs. Aoki’s claims.25         

Defendants further argue that the ASR evidence is only relevant to notice “if 

plaintiffs can establish that the products were ‘substantially similar.’”  Motion at p. 16 n.7 

(citing Chlopek, 499 F.3d at 699).26  However, Fifth Circuit courts have made it clear that 

when evidence of other incidents is offered for the purpose of establishing the 

defendant’s awareness of a dangerous condition, the party seeking to introduce the 

evidence need only establish reasonable similarity.  See Jackson, 788 F.2d at 1083; Knauff, 

2010 WL 114014 at *2; Hendricks, 2012 WL 4478308, *1, 3 (citing Johnson, 988 F.2d at 579).  

Regardless, as discussed above, the ASR hip implant is substantially similar to the 

Pinnacle Ultamet hip implant.  In particular, these metal-on-metal hip implants share the 

same principal defect:  cobalt chrome molybdenum components articulating in direct 

                                                 

25 Additionally, evidence regarding the ASR recall (and the events leading up to and following 
such recall) is relevant to show Defendants’ culpability for the jury’s consideration of whether 
and to what extent punitive damages should be assessed against Defendants.  See Hendricks, 2012 
WL 4478308, at *4; Hershberger, 2012 WL 1113955, at *2, 4; TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 41.011 
(a) (“In determining the amount of exemplary damages, the trier of fact shall consider evidence, 
if any, relating to (1) the nature of the wrong; (2) the character of the conduct involved; (3) the 
degree of culpability of the wrongdoer; (4) the situation and sensibilities of the parties concerned; 
(5) the extent to which such conduct offends a public sense of justice and propriety; and (6) the 
net worth of the defendant.”).   
26 Chlopek is a Seventh Circuit case where the court excluded evidence of accident reports related 
to a separate product in a failure-to-warn case because the plaintiffs did “not explain why any of 
the reported incidents was substantially similar nor d[id] they respond to the district court’s 
reasons for exclusion.”  499 F.3d at 699-700. 
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contact at the bearing surfaces, resulting in the generation of metal wear debris and metal 

ions, which presents an unreasonable risk to patients.27   

For these reasons, the cases cited by Defendants are inapposite and 

distinguishable.  See Grenada Steel Indus., Inc. v. Alabama Oxygen Co., Inc., 695 F.2d 883, 889 

(5th Cir. 1983) (district court properly excluded evidence of another manufacturer’s 

subsequent design as irrelevant and prejudicial, stating that it “fail[ed] to see how an 

alternative design, developed by another person years after the product in question was 

manufactured, is relevant to whether the product was reasonably safe at the time it was 

made”);28 Verzwyvelt v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 175 F. Supp.2d 881, 888-89 (W.D. 

La. 2001) (not a design defect case; in the context of alleged contamination of sausage 

meat products during manufacturing, the court excluded evidence involving the recall of 

                                                 

27 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 4, 43:14-23 (“Q: Both Pinnacle and ASR rub metal against metal, don’t they?  A: 
Yes, they’re metal-on-metal implants.  Q: Both leave metal debris and ions in the body, don’t 
they?  A: Yes, there’s the potential for that.  Q: Well, not only potential, it happens, doesn’t it?  A: 
Yes.  Q: Both use cobalt and chrome in the articulating surfaces, don’t they?  A: Yes.”); Vol. 7, 
89:14-15, 97:1-4. 
28 Although Defendants do not argue in their Motion that ASR recall evidence is inadmissible 
under Rule 407, they state several times that the Fifth Circuit has held that evidence of 
“subsequent remedial measures” is “highly prejudicial because it carries the risk of confusing and 
misleading the jury.”  Motion at pp. 16-17 (citing Grenada, 695 F.2d at 889); see also id. at p. 15 
(same).  But evidence of the ASR recall does not constitute evidence of a “subsequent remedial 
measure” under Rule 407.  Rule 407 only bars evidence of a recall of the same product at issue in 
the litigation.  See Hughes v. Boston Sci. Corp., 669 F. Supp.2d 701, 715-16 (S.D. Miss.), aff’d in part, 
vacated in part on other grounds, 631 F.3d 762 (5th Cir. 2011) (evidence of voluntary recall of medical 
device at issue in the litigation was inadmissible under Rule 407); Coker v. Louisville Ladder Inc., 
CIV. A. 4:08CV113, 2009 WL 2870214, at *2 (E.D. Va. May 26, 2009) (“[T]he court does not believe 
that this recall evidence would implicate Rule 407 of the Federal Rules of Evidence (since it does 
not relate in any way to the accident ladder or its alleged defect)….”); cf. Grenada, 695 F.2d at 889 
(“[N]either the text of rule 407 nor the policy underlying it excludes evidence of subsequent 
repairs made by someone other than the defendant.”). 
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an entirely different product manufactured at an entirely different manufacturing 

facility); Jordan v. Gen. Motors Corp., 624 F. Supp. 72, 77 (E.D. La. 1985) (“Because the recall 

campaign dealt with a different model year and because the defect involved in the recall 

campaign is distinctly different from the defect alleged in this case and involved a 

different section of seat assembly, it appears that introduction of evidence dealing with 

the recall campaign is not relevant.”); Chlopek, 499 F.3d at 699-700 (excluding evidence of 

accident reports related to a separate product in a failure-to-warn case because the 

plaintiffs did “not explain why any of the reported incidents was substantially similar 

nor d[id] they respond to the district court’s reasons for exclusion”); Olson v. Ford Motor 

Co., 410 F. Supp.2d 869, 872-75 (D.N.D. 2006) (excluding evidence of four recalls as 

irrelevant and unfairly prejudicial where (i) two of the recalls involved manufacturing 

defects, which the court held was irrelevant to the plaintiff’s design defect claim, (ii) the 

third recall involved a different design defect than that alleged by the plaintiff, and (iii) 

the fourth recall involved a defect that had already been fixed in the plaintiff’s car and, 

thus, could not have caused the accident); Coker, 2009 WL 2870214, at *1-2 (excluding 

evidence of recall that “stemmed not from a design defect, but instead from a 

manufacturing defect . . .” where it was “not evident to the court that the ‘bind’ that could 

occur due to a manufacturing defect in the recalled ladders is in any way comparable or 

relevant to the unlocked extension condition that is allegedly the cause of the accident at 

issue in this case” and the recall “involved an entirely different defect and does not relate 

to the accident ladder”); Ahlschlager v. Remington Arms Co., Inc., 750 S.W.2d 832, 836 (Tex. 

App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 1988), writ granted (Jan. 11, 1989), writ denied (Mar. 29, 1989), 
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writ withdrawn (Mar. 29, 1989) (trial court did not abuse its discretion in excluding 

evidence relating to different model of gun that the defendant had recalled; “The trial 

court’s rulings fell within the zone of discretion allowed under Texas law. . . .  The trial 

of this case lasted for weeks; the statement of facts is several thousand pages long; there 

were hundreds of exhibits.  Witness after witness testified about the Model 700 and about 

Remington’s refusal to recall it.  If appellant had been permitted to inflate the trial with 

evidence about the Model 600, Remington would necessarily have had to respond with 

cross-examination and additional rebuttal proof.”);29 Great N. Ins. Co. v. Schwartz, A-0341-

09T3, 2011 WL 2304135, at *1-5, 7-8 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. June 1, 2011) (in product 

liability case involving a hospital bed that caught fire, the plaintiffs “did not have direct 

or circumstantial evidence of a specific defect[,]” and thus, proceeded under a third mode 

of proof known as the “indeterminate product test”; at trial, the plaintiffs introduced 

evidence that, one year prior to the bed being delivered, the defendants had recalled an 

electrical junction box used on some of its hospital beds manufactured between August 

1998 and October 2000; the appellate court held this was reversible error, where it was 

undisputed that the bed at issue was not manufactured during the time period 

specifically identified in the recall and “there was insufficient evidence to establish that a 

recalled junction box was on the bed at the time of the fire[;] [i]n fact the overwhelming 

                                                 

29 In Ahlschlager, the court emphasized that the trial court’s determination had been within “the 
zone of discretion allowed by Texas law.”  Id.  In that case, the costs of introducing such evidence 
outweighed the benefits.  Id.  Here, on the contrary, the Court has properly exercised its discretion 
in allowing the introduction of such evidence, given its significant probative value, as discussed 
herein.   
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evidence was to the contrary and the prejudicial effect of the testimony significantly 

outweighed any probative value”); Green v. Gen. Motors Corp., 87-283-II, 1988 WL 3866, at 

*1-4 (Tenn. Ct. App. Jan. 22, 1988) (court ordered a mistrial after plaintiff’s counsel, in 

direct contravention of the court’s prior order, mentioned the word “recall” twice in front 

of the jury without first proving “that the defect in this car is the same defect that’s 

covered by the recall order”).      

Moreover, it is not merely the ASR recall itself that is relevant; Defendants’ actions 

leading up to and in response to the ASR recall are also relevant as (i) evidence of 

Defendants’ routine practice (Rule 406), and (ii) “other acts” evidence to show 

Defendants’ motive, intent, plan, and knowledge at issue in this litigation (Rule 404(b)).30  

Under Rule 406, “[e]vidence of a person’s habit or an organization’s routine practice may 

                                                 

30 Notably, none of the cases cited by Defendants address the relevance of “other products” 
evidence under Rules 404(b) or 406.  See Grenada, 695 F.2d at 889 (excluding evidence of 
defendant’s subsequent remedial measures to product as irrelevant and inadmissible pursuant 
to Rule 407); Verzwyvelt, 175 F. Supp.2d at 888-89 (recall evidence involving “an entirely different 
product, manufactured at an entirely different manufacturing facility, located at opposite ends of 
the country” excluded under Rules 401 and 403); Jordan, 624 F. Supp. at 77 (excluding evidence of 
recall campaign involving different model vehicles under Rules 401 and 403); Chlopek, 499 F.3d at 
699-700 (excluding evidence of accident reports related to a separate product in a failure-to-warn 
case under Rule 403); Olson, 410 F. Supp.2d at 872-75 (recall evidence not admissible under Rules 
401 and 403 where the recalls involved different and dissimilar models, different defects, and 
contrasting purposes for the recall); Coker, 2009 WL 2870214, at *2 (excluding marginally relevant 
recall evidence involving different product as “far more prejudicial than probative under Rule 
403”); Ahlschlager, 750 S.W.2d at 836 (evidence of other model gun properly excluded under Texas 
Rule of Evidence 403); Great N. Ins., 2011 WL 2304135, at *8 (holding that the prejudicial effect of 
the testimony regarding a recall of a component used in some of defendant’s hospital beds 
“significantly outweighed any probative value” under New Jersey Rule of Evidence 403); Gen. 
Motors Corp., 1988 WL 3866, at *1-4 (mistrial ordered where plaintiff’s counsel defied the court’s 
direct order that he was not to mention the word “recall” until he first proved “that the defect in 
this car is the same defect that’s covered by the recall order”).  
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be admitted to prove that on a particular occasion the person or organization acted in 

accordance with the habit or routine practice.”  FED. R. EVID. 406.  And under Rule 404(b), 

evidence of a crime, wrong, or other act “may be admissible for another purpose, such as 

proving motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, absence of 

mistake, or lack of accident.”  FED. R. EVID. 404(b).31   

Here, one of Plaintiffs’ core arguments is that Defendants routinely prioritized 

marketing and sales over the safety of their products.32  Evidence of the ASR recall 

(including the circumstances leading up to and following the recall) is yet another 

example of Defendants’ wrongful and habitual conduct.  When faced with the knowledge 

that there were serious safety problems with their ASR hip implants, Defendants 

attempted to minimize or deflect the problems in order to avoid losing sales (e.g., by 

                                                 

31 Rule 404(b) is a “rule of inclusion” and “very broadly” recognizes admissibility of prior bad 
conduct for several purposes.  United States v. Shaw, 701 F.2d 367, 386 (5th Cir. 1983).  To admit 
evidence under Rule 404(b), “there is no requirement that the prior acts be virtually identical to 
the charged acts[, and] it is sufficient that the acts be similar enough and close enough in time to 
be relevant.” United States v. McPartlin, 595 F.2d 1321, 1344 (7th Cir. 1979).  There likewise is no 
requirement that the other bad acts precede the conduct in question.  United States v. Peterson, 244 
F.3d 385, 392 (5th Cir. 2001) (admitting evidence of conduct under Rule 404(b) that occurred after 
the conduct in question to show intent); see also Ansell v. Green Acres Contracting Co., Inc., 347 F.3d 
515, 525 (3d Cir. 2003).  The more a defendant has committed the wrongful conduct at issue in the 
instant litigation, the more probative that other conduct is.  United States v. Stubbs, 944 F.2d 828, 
836 (11th Cir. 1991). 
32 Defendants have refuted that by arguing, among other things, they make great, safe products.  
Tr. Vol. 2, 64:20-25 (“But the people of DePuy are good people and they go to work and they do 
build products.  And they’ve been doing it for a hundred years.  Ezra DePuy started this company 
in Indiana over a hundred years ago in 1895.  And you don’t stay in business for a hundred years 
making bad products.  DePuy doesn’t.”); Vol. 3, 220:6-10 (“I think we’ve been in business – DePuy 
has been around for over a hundred years, and if we weren’t thinking about the long term and 
doing our very best to provide the very best products over the long term, I don’t think we’d be 
successful.  So I think you got to have a long-term eye in what you do.”). 
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blaming doctors or patients, cherry-picking data, etc.).33  Defendants were aware of the 

substantial problems with the ASR hip implants for years, yet they delayed recalling 

them until August 2010.34  Defendants employed this same strategy when faced with the 

knowledge that Pinnacle Ultamet hip implants were demonstrating similar problems.  

See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 3, 37:3-15; Vol. 8, 75:4 – 76:25, 78:10 – 82:9, 84:7 – 87:16, 89:11 – 91:11, 91:20 

– 92:16.  And once the ASR hip implants were recalled, Defendants again prioritized 

marketing and sales over safety by trying to maintain their dominance of the metal-on-

metal market by encouraging surgeons to switch from the ASR to the Pinnacle Ultamet 

hip implant.  Tr. Vol. 2, 142:11-17.     

                                                 

33 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 6, 226:17 – 227:7 (when Mr. Nargol warned Defendants about problems with 
the ASR metal-on-metal hip implants, it called him an outlier); Vol. 8, 67:5 – 69:13 (“DePuy’s 
response was to try and reassure me that nobody in the world had any problems.  They continued 
reassuring me even into 2010, and they turned it around to suggest really it was just the way I 
put them in.  It was just a problem in our hospital.  And that was the initial response, and that 
continued during our meetings.”; Defendants also cited to hypersensitivity in patients to explain 
away the problem), 89:11 – 91:11; PX-65.  Indeed, while Defendants continue to this date to claim 
that Mr. Nargol was an “outlier” with respect to his experiences with ASR and Pinnacle metal-
on-metal hip implants (Tr. 6, 226:21-25, 228:4-6), it is precisely because of his experience with the 
failing ASR metal-on-metal hip implants that he knew what to look and test for in his patients 
with the Pinnacle metal-on-metal hip implant.  Tr. Vol. 8, 154:21 – 156:15 (“Because the problem 
with the Pinnacle metal-on-metal is identical to the previous DePuy resurfacing product, we – 
when we started seeing those failures in 2009, we knew exactly what we were looking for.  We 
had the sad benefit of having the previous defective DePuy product. . . .  And because we had set 
up a recall for the previous resurfacing from DePuy, we just moved this process on and carried 
on with the Pinnacle.”).  Therefore, it is unsurprising that he had a higher revision rate than other 
surgeons with less experience dealing with patients suffering harm from metal-on-metal hip 
implants. 
34 See, e.g., Tr. Vol. 2, 142:6-9; Vol. 6, 226:17 -227:23, 240:5 – 241:6; Vol. 7, 67:21 – 68:10, 70:12 – 71:7, 
71:18 – 74:16, 87:17 – 92:16, 104:16-17, 104:22-25, 155:13-17, 159:9-17 Vol. 8, 64:19 – 70:17, 69:16 – 
70:2, 71:18 – 74:16, 87:17 – 92:16. 
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Therefore, under Rule 406, evidence of the ASR recall is admissible to prove that 

Defendants acted in conformity with their routine practice of prioritizing marketing and 

sales over safety.  See Mobil Expl. & Producing U.S., Inc. v. Cajun Const. Services, Inc., 45 

F.3d 96, 99-101 (5th Cir. 1995) (noting that evidence of a company’s routine practice is 

“highly probative” and reversing judgment because “[t]he district court refused to 

consider the inference properly raised by [plaintiff] that, if [defendant] routinely loaded 

all of its deliveries short, [defendant] must also have short-loaded its deliveries to 

[plaintiff]”); Spartan Grain & Mill Co. v. Ayers, 517 F.2d 214, 219 (5th Cir. 1975) (applying 

Rule 406 and holding that trial court erred by excluding evidence of company’s routine 

practice of transporting eggs from which “the jury could properly infer that [the 

company’s] procedures had been similar on the occasions at issue, and then decide 

whether or not [the company] was at fault”).   

Moreover, under Rule 404(b), this evidence also bears directly on Defendants’ 

motive, intent, plan, and knowledge as it relates to their actions with respect to the 

Pinnacle Ultamet hip implant.  See United States v. Heard, 709 F.3d 413, 430 (5th Cir. 2013) 

(“Here, it is more likely that [defendant] intended to further the objective of defrauding 

the United States out of employment taxes when he was, at the same time, defrauding 

the United States out of income tax through a fraudulent bankruptcy.”); McPartlin, 595 

F.2d at 1343-45 (affirming admission under Rule 404 of defendant’s prior bribery of oil 

company in Brazil to show that defendant intended subsequent bribery of public officials 

in Illinois). 
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Because evidence related to the ASR recall is directly relevant to many of the issues 

to be decided in this case, the probative value of the evidence substantially outweighs 

any potential prejudice that may result from its admission.  See McRae, 593 F.2d at 707; 

Jowers, 617 F3d at 356; Learmonth, 631 F.3d at 733.35  Therefore, the introduction of this 

evidence does not justify a mistrial.      

C. The Court properly allowed impeachment evidence regarding Johnson & 
Johnson’s transvaginal mesh lawsuits. 

Defendants also complain of the mention of the many claims pending against 

Johnson & Johnson regarding its transvaginal mesh products.  However, this evidence 

was properly admitted to impeach the testimony of Dr. Pam Plouhar, the former head of 

clinical research at DePuy, who now oversees clinical research on medical devices for 

Johnson & Johnson.  The methods of impeachment are exceedingly broad.  Davis v. Alaska, 

415 U.S. 308, 316 (1974) (“Cross-examination is the principal means by which the 

believability of a witness and the truth of his testimony are tested.  Subject always to the 

broad discretion of a trial judge to preclude repetitive and unduly harassing 

interrogation, the cross-examiner is not only permitted to delve into the witness’ story to 

test the witness’ perceptions and memory, but the cross-examiner has traditionally been 

allowed to impeach, i.e., discredit, the witness.”).  As McCormick notes, “[c]redibility is 

dependent on the witness’s willingness to tell the truth and his ability to do so.”  1 

                                                 

35 Defendants argue the evidence is unfairly prejudicial because it “creates in the minds of the 
jury the impression” that the Pinnacle Ultamet hip implant was defective and also ought to have 
been recalled.  Motion at pp. 14-16.  However, as discussed at length above, each of the cases cited 
by Defendants in support of this proposition is entirely distinguishable.   
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MCCORMICK ON EVID. § 33, n.5 (6th Ed.).  A witness may be “impeached” or discredited 

by contradictory evidence, by a showing that she testified falsely concerning a material 

matter, or by evidence that at some other time she said or did something, or failed to say 

or do something, which is inconsistent with the witness’s present testimony.  Here, the 

reference to transvaginal mesh lawsuits was properly introduced to impeach Dr. Plouhar. 

Mr. Sarver elicited testimony from Dr. Plouhar where she testified she “like[s] 

being challenged,” “working in an area where we have an impact on patients’ lives, on 

improving the quality of life,” and that she has a sense of satisfaction because “what we 

do in the end contributes to better patient care.”  Trial Tr. Vol. 6 at p. 58 – 59.  Mr. Sarver 

asked whether others at DePuy felt the same way: 

Q. And you've been around a lot of people at the company.  Is your interest and 
caring about patient care something that is shared by the people at DePuy? 

A. Yes, it is. 

Q. Is that the reason you get up and go to work in the morning? 

A. It's one of the reasons I get up and go to work in the morning.  

Trial Tr. Vol. 6 59:9-16. 

Dr. Plouhar is the Vice President of Clinical Research and Development for 

Medical Devices for Johnson & Johnson, which includes oversight of not only DePuy 

Orthopaedics but Ethicon as well.  After Mr. Sarver and Dr. Plouhar opened the door to 

these matters, the Court properly allowed Plaintiffs to impeach Dr. Plouhar with 

evidence regarding Defendants’ transvaginal mesh problems. 

The cases cited by Defendants are inapposite to the facts here.  All of the cases cited 

by Defendants involve instances where references to other products were introduced to 
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prove a defect in a different product.  None of the cases cited by Defendants involved the 

impeachment of a witness, as was done here.   

Admission of evidence, particularly when a party is alleged to have “opened the 

door” to a particular subject matter, is within the sound discretion of the district court. 

See United States v. Troutman, 814 F.2d 1428, 1450 (10th Cir. 1987) (citations omitted).   

If a party interjects into a case incompetent evidence tending to establish 
immaterial or unrelated facts, he cannot complain on appeal that his 
adversary subsequently offered and was permitted to introduce the same 
kind of evidence . . . even though under other circumstances the testimony 
[elicited by the adversary party] would be inadmissible.  A party, having 
himself opened the door to evidence which is inadmissible . . . cannot 
complain that thereafter the court in the exercise of its sound judicial 
discretion permitted the opposite party to introduce other testimony 
bearing upon the field of inquiry, even though under different 
circumstances the testimony would be subject to valid objection of 
inadmissibility. 

United States v. Regents of New Mexico School of Mines, 185 F.2d 389, 391 (10th Cir. 1950). 

See also United States v. Bessesen, 445 F.2d 463, 470 (7th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 984, 

30 L. Ed. 2d 368, 92 S. Ct. 448 (1971); United States v. Lowe, 234 F.2d 919, 922 (3d Cir. 1956); 

1 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 15 (3d ed. 1940). 

In this case, evidence regarding transvaginal mesh lawsuits was admissible to 

impeach Dr. Plouhar’s testimony. 

D. Admission of evidence concerning the 2007 and 2011 deferred 
prosecution agreements was proper and does not justify a mistrial. 

Having unsuccessfully argued that evidence regarding DePuy’s 2007 Deferred 

Prosecution Agreement (“2007 DPA”) and Johnson & Johnson’s 2011 Deferred 

Prosecution Agreement (“2011 DPA”) should be excluded, Defendants now contend that 
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the testimony admitted at trial on these issues is grounds for a mistrial.  Defendants are 

no more correct now than they were before. 

Plaintiffs have previously pointed out the facts surrounding Defendants’ long 

history of improper conduct to promote the use of their products.  As the following 

examples show, it can fairly be said that bribery and other forms of illegal inducements 

are an integral part of Johnson & Johnson’s business model: 

 In 2007, Defendants entered into the 2007 DPA with the U.S. Attorney’s 
Office in New Jersey regarding their improper use of “consulting 
agreements” to induce orthopaedic surgeons to use their hip and knee 
products, including the Pinnacle Ultamet implant. Defendants agreed to 
accept responsibility for their conduct, promised to implement 
measures, under the supervision of an independent Monitor, to prevent 
a future improper conduct, and paid over $84 million in fines. 

 In 2011, Defendants and the U.S. Department of Justice entered into the 
2011 DPA, which resulted from Defendants’ bribery of foreign officials 
in Greece, Romania, and Iraq in order to induce physicians and 
government officials to use their products.  Defendants admitted 
wrongdoing and paid approximately $70 million in fines to the U.S. 
Department of Justice and the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
and additional fines to UK authorities. 

 In 2013, Johnson & Johnson entered into yet another agreement to 
resolve criminal and civil claims against them regarding their improper 
promotion of Risperdal, Invega, and Natrecor.  Information uncovered 
during those investigations revealed that J&J paid kickbacks to 
physicians to prescribe Risperdal despite knowing that Risperdal posed 
significant risks to the elderly, which was the demographic targeted by 
their promotional activities.  J&J paid physicians “speaker fees” which 
were tied to the quantity of Risperdal prescriptions those physicians 
wrote.  J&J attempted to disguise its kickbacks and bribes as “grants” 
and “educational funding.”  J&J agreed to pay $2.2 billion in fines in 
order to resolve those claims.36  

                                                 

36 As noted earlier, evidence regarding Johnson & Johnson’s conduct with respect to Risperdal, 
Invega, and Natrecor has not yet been admitted in this trial, but these matters were briefed as 
part of the parties’ motions in limine in advance of the present bellwether trial. 
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These investigations reveal a strikingly similar pattern – Defendants will do 

whatever it takes, including breaking the law, in order to sell their products.  And these 

are merely the incidents that are known to the public.  It is hardly surprising that 

Defendants did not want the jury to learn of these facts, as they have labored to create the 

impression of a law-abiding company with a product they claimed was well-received 

world-wide.  This Court rejected Defendants’ objections and admitted the evidence, 

finding (a) the 2007 DPA and the 2011 DPA were relevant and admissible; (b) neither the 

2007 DPA nor the 2011 DPA should be excluded as settlements.  Moreover, Defendants 

opened the door on this issue by introducing evidence about the acceptance of the 

Pinnacle metal-on-metal hips in Europe, and also by touting the company’s purported 

values and integrity.  As a result, admission of the 2007 DPA and the 2011 DPA was 

proper and cannot form the basis of a mistrial. 

(1) Admission of evidence regarding the 2007 DPA was not improper. 

Plaintiffs have extensively briefed why evidence regarding the 2007 DPA is 

admissible, and those argument will not be repeated here.  See Plaintiffs’ Response and 

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants’ Motion in Limine # 11 to Exclude Evidence 

Concerning the Deferred Prosecution Agreement (“Plf. DPA MIL Opp.”).  Defendants 

continue to insist that the 2007 DPA is inadmissible but raise nothing new that calls for a 

different result. 

Defendants continue to insist that admission of the DPA violated Rule 408 of the 

Federal Rules of Evidence.  Plaintiffs have already explained that the DPA is outside the 
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scope of Rule 408 because it pertains to a different claim from the claim at issue in this 

case, 37 and because, in any event, it was not admitted to “prove or disprove liability or 

the amount of the claim” within the meaning of the rule.38  Defendants do not try to 

persuade the Court otherwise, they simply ignore the issue, arguing that “[t]he Fifth 

Circuit has . . . recognized that admitting settlement evidence in breach of Rule 408 can 

irrevocably taint the jury, necessitating a mistrial.”  Def. Mem. at 19.  This argument falls, 

however, when admission of the evidence was proper under Rule 408. 

Defendants also continue to insist that admission of evidence about the 2007 DPA 

violated Rule 410 of the Federal Rules of Evidence, but again, their argument should be 

rejected.  Rule 410 makes evidence of a withdrawn guilty plea or a nolo contendere plea 

inadmissible against the defendant who so pleaded.  The rule also excludes evidence of 

“a statement made during plea discussions with an attorney for the prosecuting authority 

if the discussions did not result in a guilty plea.”  FED. R. EVID. 410.  Plaintiffs have already 

demonstrated that a deferred prosecution agreement is not a plea agreement; it is an 

agreement that the government will defer prosecution and, ultimately, drop the case, so 

no plea is required.39  See Plf. DPA MIL Opp. at 14.  

                                                 

37 See Plf. DPA MIL Opp. at 9-13; see also Lyondell Chemical Co. v. Occidental Chemical Corp., 608 F.3d 
284 (5th Cir. 2010). 
38 See U.S. Aviation Underwriters, Inc. v. Olympia Wings, Inc., 896 F.2d 949, 956 (5th Cir. 1990) (“Rule 
408 “permits settlement evidence for any purpose except to prove or disprove liability or the 
amount of the claim.”). 
39 As Defendants note, Plaintiffs’ counsel, Mark Lanier, did refer to the 2007 DPA as a “plea of 
guilty,” but in the same sentence, Mr. Lanier explained it as “a deferred prosecution agreement, 
is what it's called, where they have deferred prosecution. . . .” 1/11/16 Trial Tr. 37:1-4 (emphasis 
added).  More significantly, Christina Egan, a lawyer hired by Defendants to answer questions 
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Defendants’ authorities are, for this reason, again inapposite.  Two of the cases 

cited, Mickler v. Fahs, 243 F.2d 515 (5th Cir. 1957), and United States v. Graham, 325 F.2d 

922 (6th Cir. 1963), both precede the adoption of the Federal Rules of Evidence, under 

which Defendants claim the evidence should have been excluded.  See U.S. v. Sonny 

Mitchell Center, 934 F.2d 77 (5th Cir. 1991) (finding Mickler not controlling because it was 

decided before the adoption of the Federal Rules of Evidence).  Moreover, Graham, on 

which Defendants especially rely, involved unusual and inflammatory behavior by the 

prosecutor, whose closing argument depended strongly on the evidence of the previous 

plea to support a theory of the case that, the Sixth Circuit suggests, the government itself 

did not believe.  325 F.2d at 927-28.   

   Ultimately, Defendants seek exclusion of the 2007 DPA under Rules 401 and 403, 

contending that the evidence is not relevant and is highly prejudicial.  See Def. Mem. at 

21-22.  Neither argument has merit.  Defendants claim the evidence is irrelevant because, 

in entering into the 2007 DPA, the government did not contend that the conduct at issue 

compromised patient health or patient care and because, Defendants assert, Plaintiffs 

have not shown that their own doctors were the subject of the behavior that led to the 

2007 DPA.  This argument ignores the true relevance of the evidence, however.  To begin 

with, Dr. Heinrich, the implanting and revising for Plaintiff Richard Klusmann, the 

                                                 

about the 2007 DPA, unequivocally testified that “this was not a plea agreement, it was a deferred 
prosecution agreement. There was no guilty plea in the case.”  1/29/16 Trial Tr. 49:7-9 (emphasis 
added). Asked about the stipulation of facts associated with it, Ms. Egan reiterated, “it was not a 
plea agreement.”  Id. at 49:10-14. 
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implanting surgeon for Plaintiff Margaret Aoki, and the revising surgeon for Plaintiff 

Robert Peterson, was (and is) a highly paid consultant for Defendants, under precisely 

the kinds of programs that led to the 2007 DPA.  Plaintiffs do contend that payments to 

Dr. Heinrich influenced his selection of Pinnacle metal-on-metal hips for his patients, and 

have alleged that Defendants’ conduct falls within one of the statutory exceptions to the 

Texas cap on exemplary damages – commercial bribery.   

Moreover, Defendants’ marketing practices are relevant regardless of whether a 

particular surgeon was paid.  Investigators who performed clinical research were paid 

and their results were used to market to other surgeons.  “Key opinion leaders” 

(commonly referred to as “KOLs”) and so-called “design surgeons,” the equivalent of 

celebrity endorsers, were paid vast sums of money – far in excess of $100 million – to 

promote Defendants’ Pinnacle hip implants, and were in a position to influence other 

surgeons while maintaining an appearance of impartiality.  The conduct that led to the 

2007 DPA occurred during the time when Defendants were promoting the reintroduction 

of metal-on-metal hip implants in the United States, and particularly the Pinnacle 

Ultamet implant.  This evidence is relevant to the Plaintiffs’ claims because none of 

Plaintiffs’ surgeons could escape being influenced by Defendants’ marketing practices.  

Specifically, this evidence – which shows Defendants set out deliberately to influence the 

medical community through its marketing efforts -- is relevant to claims of 

misrepresentation, negligent misrepresentation, and gross negligence, as well as to 

Plaintiffs’ request to lift the cap on exemplary damages.  This is especially true because, 

in conjunction with evidence concerning the 2011 DPA and the fines Defendants paid in 
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2013, the jury could well conclude that bribery and other forms of illegal inducements are 

an integral part of Johnson & Johnson’s business model.  Such a pattern of bribery in 

“selling” a defective product would surely be relevant with respect to the extent of 

Defendants’ negligence as well as to the appropriateness of exemplary damages.  

Nor is the evidence so highly prejudicial as Defendants contend.  Defendants’ 

concern that “the jury will conclude that DePuy must have paid kickbacks to plaintiffs’ 

surgeons,” see Def. Mem. at 22, is particularly unfounded, for two reasons.  First, that 

conclusion with respect to Dr. Heinrich would not constitute unfair prejudice, but rather 

a proper inference based on the evidence.  But Plaintiffs do not ask the jury to infer that 

solely or even primarily from the 2007 DPA; they have questioned Dr. Heinrich directly 

on this subject and rely on his testimony about it.  See Trial Tr. Vol. 9, 128:19-176:3; 209:19-

210:20.  Second, the jury has heard testimony from Plaintiffs’ other treating surgeons, 

without any suggestion that those doctors were paid by Defendants.  It is unlikely the 

jury will assume payments were made to them when, in contrast to Dr. Heinrich, no 

evidence was adduced suggesting that to be the case.   

Defendants rely on Stockman v. Oakcrest Dental Center, P.C., 480 F.3d 791 (6th Cir. 

2007), but that decision is not on point.  In Stockman, the plaintiff sued for age 

discrimination, contending that he had been fired because he was the oldest dentist in 

defendant’s practice.  At one point during the course of the litigation, the defendant 

offered to reinstate the plaintiff.  The parties were unable to agree on the terms of the 

reinstatement, and the offer was withdrawn.  At trial, the offer of reinstatement was 

placed in evidence.  Following a verdict for the plaintiff, the defendant appealed, arguing 
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that the reinstatement letter should not have been admitted.  The Sixth Circuit found that 

the reinstatement offer – purportedly offered on the issue of mitigation of damages -- had 

virtually no probative value, and what little value it could have had had been eliminated 

by the defendants’ offer at trial to concede the issue of mitigation.  In finding the 

reinstatement offer should have been excluded under Rule 403, the Court held that “the 

Letters [containing the offer of reinstatement] were inherently prejudicial because a jury 

could easily have misunderstood that the offer, made on the eve of trial, was an implicit 

admission of liability or a sign that Defendants thought they might lose at trial.”  480 F.3d 

at 799.   

No part of the reasoning in Stockman is applicable here.  The offer in Stockman was 

an offer to settle the very claims before the jury; the 2007 DPA involved entirely different 

claims.  Moreover, the 2007 DPA so far predated the trial of this case that there is no 

danger whatsoever that anyone could believe that Defendants’ entry in that agreement 

represented an admission of liability here or a concern that the Defendants might have 

believed they would lose this case.  The 2007 DPA pertained to sales practices that are 

very much at issue in this case, but the claims it resolved between Defendants and the 

Government under the Anti-Kickback statute were so different that the possibilities for 

prejudice or confusion are minimal.  As a result, the Court properly admitted the 

evidence and that ruling provides no basis for a mistrial.40 

                                                 

40 Defendants also contend, in a footnote, that the 2007 DPA is hearsay.  Plaintiffs have also fully 
briefed that issue in response to Defendants’ motion in limine on this subject and respectfully refer 
the Court to that response.  See Plf. DPA MIL Opp. at 15-21. 
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(2) Admission of evidence regarding the 2011 DPA was not improper. 

Defendants similarly argue that evidence concerning the 2011 DPA should not 

have been admitted.  They contend the evidence is too prejudicial and that it is barred 

under FED. R. EVID. 404.  Again, they are incorrect in both respects.   

Defendants contend that evidence concerning the 2011 DPA was too prejudicial 

even though they themselves opened the door on this issue.  In his opening statement, 

Defendants’ counsel introduced the issue of the success of metal-on-metal hips in Europe, 

telling the jury, “[i]n the '80s and '90s there were thousands of different surgeons using 

metal-on-metal in Europe, Switzerland, Germany, France.” Trial Tr. Vol. 2, 93:22-24.  Mr. 

Sarver pressed the point, stating: 

Now, when you're talking about how do you know whether a device works 
in the human body, you can do petri dish studies. You can do clinical 
studies. More importantly, you can pay attention to what real people are 
doing with real devices implanted in them. And around Europe thousands of 
patients had these devices and it was published in the literature, and the results 
were good.  

Trial Tr. Vol. 2, 94:6-12 (emphasis added).  The Court referred specifically to this 

statement in denying one of Defendants’ oral motions for mistrial and ruling that 

evidence concerning the 2011 DPA was admissible: 

Deny your motion for mistrial.  With regard to other -- what's in Europe, 
Mr. Sarver's opening statement -- I think I can remember the page, it was 
on page 94, and I believe on page 88 -- I may be wrong about the exact page, 
but I did write it down in my notes and it will be in the record where he 
said that for many years hip implants, particularly DePuy hip implants had 
been very successful in Europe and talked about that and went and 
mentioned it more than once.  You can't tell the good story this is your life 
hip implants without this being told.  And deferred prosecution absolutely 
does make reference to Greece, Romania -- I'm trying to remember the other 
country. Greece, Romania. I think UK. But certainly Greece at least at that 
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time was in the UK [sic] and I think was in the European Union.  I think 
most people would -- would consider it as part of Europe.  And so you can't 
tell the good without telling the bad. That's what we did in the last trial.  
And so when you open that door, that door is open for good.  So overruled. 

See Trial Tr. Vol. 3, 105:13-106:5.  After bragging about the success of their products in 

Europe, Defendants did not want the jury to learn that Johnson & Johnson, including a 

Johnson & Johnson executive, and Johnson & Johnson subsidiaries (including DePuy 

with respect to misconduct in Greece) routinely and systematically bribed Greek and 

Polish public officials—including health care providers—in order to sell implants and 

other products, and earned millions in profits between 1998 and 2006 obtained through 

bribery. 

Similarly, Defendants opened the door to this evidence when their counsel spoke 

to the jury about the corporate culture and integrity of Defendants.  Mr. Sarver said:  

I am extremely proud to represent the men and women of DePuy who get 
up in the morning, they go to work every day with one goal in mind: To produce 
products that help people to get better, that produce products that allow doctors 
to say yes to both those questions: Yes, I can make you better; and, yes, you 
have choices.  

Trial Tr. Vol. 2, at 64:1-6 (emphasis added).  He further elaborated, telling they jury that 

“the people of DePuy are good people . . . .”  Id. at 20.   This note in Mr. Sarver’s opening 

was picked up in the testimony of Andrew Ekdahl: 

Q. Mr. Sarver suggested to the jury that DePuy's one goal is to produce 
products to help people. 

A. I would agree with that. 

Q. Actually, DePuy's goal is I'm sure in part to have products that help 
people, but the goal is to make money selling those products, right? 
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A. We wouldn't be successful if we didn't have products that worked and 
helped people. 

Trial Tr. Vol. 2, 147:15-22.  In response to questioning by defense counsel, Mr. Ekdahl also 

told the jury about Johnson & Johnson’s “credo,” quoting from it:  “We believe our first 

responsibility is to the doctors, nurses and patients, to the mothers and fathers, and all 

others who use our products and services.”  Trial Tr. Vol. 3, 217:5-218:6.   As discussed 

supra, Mr. Sarver’s questioning and Mr. Ekdahl’s testimony created the impression of a 

“small town values” company.  But having injected that issue in the case, Defendants 

cannot now be heard to complain when Plaintiffs introduced evidence showing that 

Defendants routinely and improperly incentivized doctors throughout the United States 

and around the world to use their products, that helping people was not their sole goal, 

that the profit motive was sometimes at odds with the goal of helping people, and that 

Defendants did not always treat the well-being of patients as their first responsibility. 

Nonetheless, Defendants pretend these events had nothing whatsoever to do with 

the facts of these cases, characterizing the 2011 DPA as involving “entirely unrelated 

issues of overseas payments by other subsidiaries.”  Def. Mem. at 25.  However, the 2011 

DPA resulted from conduct of Defendants in several European countries between 1998 

and 2006,41 the time period during which the Pinnacle Ultamet (and its predecessor – 

Defendants’ Ultima metal-on-metal implant) was being promoted around the world.  The 

wrongful conduct to which Defendants admitted in the 2011 DPA included payment of 

                                                 

41 See DEMO-0121 (2011 DPA). 
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$16.4 million in bribes to Greek surgeons to induce the purchase of DePuy products.42 

Moreover, Plaintiffs have already noted the consistency of Defendants’ practices – 

whether in the United States or abroad, Defendants have repeatedly been caught 

breaking the law to sell their products.43  At DePuy and Johnson & Johnson, the evidence 

shows they care about sales, not science.  

The tight connection between the events that gave rise to the 2011 DPA and the 

statements of Defendants’ counsel at trial about the success of the metal-on-metal hip in 

Europe, together with Defendants’ pronouncements about corporate integrity and a 

purported focus on helping people, reveals that Defendants citations – none from the 

Fifth Circuit44 -- concerning the limitations on “door opening” are beside the point.   

Unlike here, the cases cited by Defendants involve evidence offered in response to “door 

opening” that did not even address the issue on which the door was opened in the first 

place.   

For example, in Valadez v. Watkins Motor Lines, Inc., 758 F.3d 975 (8th Cir. 2014), the 

individual defendant testified that the plaintiff’s vehicle was stopped on the highway.  

Plaintiff attempted to impeach that testimony by showing that the investigating officer at 

                                                 

42 Mr. Ekdahl was a vice president of Defendants in the UK when a fellow vice president in the 
UK – whom he personally knew - was arrested in connection with the matters covered by the 
2011 DPA.  Incredulously, he denied having any memory of that event.  Trial Tr. Vol. 3, 101-102. 
43 Similarly, the illegal conduct that led to the 2007 DPA occurred between 2002 and 2006. 
44 Defendants cite E.E.O.C. v. Bobrich Enters., No. 08-10162, 2009 WL 577728, at *4 (5th Cir. Mar. 6, 
2009) and United States v. Williams, 822 F.2d 512, 517 (5th Cir. 1987), see Def. Mem. at 25, but only 
for unremarkable proposition that evidence that is otherwise admissible may still be excluded 
under Rule 403.   
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the scene had not checked the box for a stopped vehicle on the accident form, making it 

unlikely defendant had told the officer that the vehicle had been stopped.  Defendant 

then offered evidence about the other boxes that the officer had checked (tending to 

suggest that the accident was caused by plaintiff’s negligence), even though the court had 

ruled the investigative report inadmissible.  The Eighth Circuit found that plaintiff’s 

questions about the officer’s failure to check the box for a stopped vehicle had not opened 

the door to evidence about the officer’s other findings because the latter evidence “did 

not ‘clear up’ any potential misimpression left by [plaintiff’s counsel]’s questions.”  758 

F.3d at 981.  Instead, defendant had “mov[ed] beyond remedying an implication that no 

other boxes were checked,” offering substantive evidence on a different topic altogether.  

Id. at 982.  Here, by contrast, evidence concerning the 2011 DPA was aimed squarely at 

rebutting Mr. Sarver’s opening statement and the testimony of Mr. Ekdahl, because the 

2011 DPA showed that Defendants did not always make helping patients their first 

priority, as they claimed.   

Similarly, in Ladd v. Pickering, 783 F.Supp.2d 1079 (E.D. Mo. 2011), the court found 

evidence that plaintiff was “an American” and “a boy scout” was background 

information (perhaps to allay concerns about plaintiff’s place of origin engendered by the 

plaintiff’s first name, Abu Bakr) that did not open the door to admission of an irrelevant 

15 year-old arrest.  783 F.Supp.2d at 1088-89.  Again, unlike in this case, the evidence as 

to which defendant claimed the door had been opened did not address or rebut the 

original evidence that plaintiff was an American citizen who had grown up here.   
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 Finally, Defendants claim the 2011 DPA was inadmissible under Rule 404 of the 

Federal Rules of Evidence because, they contend, Plaintiffs impermissibly seek to 

introduce “evidence of past FCPA claims to prove defendants’ character in order to show 

that on a particular occasion defendants acted in accordance with the character,” see Def. 

Mem. at 26.  Defendants ignore, however, that under Rule 406, “[e]vidence of a person's 

habit or an organization's routine practice may be admitted to prove that on a particular 

occasion the person or organization acted in accordance with the habit or routine 

practice.”  FED. R. EVID. 406.  Defendants routinely have employed marketing-by-bribery 

and marketing-by-deception approaches to promote and sell medical devices in the U.S. 

and abroad.  Defendants would have the Court believe that the criminal acts addressed 

in their various deferred prosecution and other agreements with authorities represent 

anomalous conduct by a few company rogues, but in fact they reveal a disturbing pattern 

of improper and illegal conduct. 

Moreover, while Rule 404 precludes character evidence to show propensity and 

action in conformity, it does not preclude evidence of wrongs or acts when offered for 

other purposes, such as motive, intent, plan, knowledge, or absence of mistake.  FED. R. 

EVID. 404(b)(2).  “It is unnecessary that the extrinsic evidence fit neatly under one of the 

exceptions listed in Rule 404(b), as this list is not exhaustive.”  United States v. Ebron, 683 

F.3d 105, 131 (5th Cir. 2012), citing Wright & Graham, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE: 

EVIDENCE § 5248 (explaining that “[t]he list of ‘exceptions' in Rule 404(b) is really no more 

than a set of examples of instances in which the use of the evidence does not offend the 

general rule of exclusion”).  Thus, “[p]rior misconduct is only inadmissible under Rule 
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404(b) if used for character propensity purposes.”  United States v. Fields, 483 F.3d 313, 359 

(5th Cir. 2007); see also Ebron, 683 F.3d at 131-32 (The general rule of exclusion in Rule 

404(b) only excludes evidence of other crimes when offered to prove the conduct of a 

person by resort to an inference as to his character.”). 

Here, Plaintiffs do not ask the jury to conclude from the 2011 DPA that, because 

Defendants bribed doctors in Europe, they likewise bribed Plaintiffs’ doctors’ here.  

Rather, as discussed above, Plaintiffs offered the 2011 DPA to (1) rebut Defendants’ 

claims about their motives (“DePuy's one goal is to produce products to help people”), 

(2) show Defendants’ intent with respect to sales of DePuy devices, and (3) respond to 

Defendants’ suggestion that the Pinnacle metal-on-metal device was popular in Europe 

because it was a superior product.  All of these are permissible purposes under Rule 404.  

Because the evidence was admissible, its admission can provide no basis for a mistrial. 

E. The Court properly admitted the testimony of Plaintiffs’ non-retained 
expert Dr. Bernard Morrey and treating physicians Dr. Matthew Morrey 
and Dr. Richard Kearns. 

Plaintiffs designated Dr. Richard Kearns, Dr. Matthew Morrey, and Dr. Bernard 

Morrey as non-retained experts in the captioned cases.  Dr. Kearns was the implanting 

and revising surgeon for Plaintiff Jay Christopher, and Dr. Matthew Morrey was the 

revising surgeon for Plaintiff Dr. Donald Greer and has now assumed the orthopaedic 

care of Plaintiff Richard Klusmann.  Dr. Bernard Morrey is a world-renowned 

orthopaedic surgeon who is the former head of Orthopaedic Surgery at the Mayo Clinic. 

Defendants objected to Dr. Bernard Morrey testifying at all, and objected to 

portions of Dr. Kearns’ and Dr. Matthew Morrey’s testimony.  As a result, and 
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notwithstanding their timely and appropriate non-retained designations, in an effort to 

accommodate Defendants, the Court ordered Plaintiffs to prepare reports from Dr. 

Bernard Morrey and Dr. Matthew Morrey, and to present Dr. Bernard Morrey for 

deposition.  Plaintiffs immediately complied with the Court’s order, provided the 

required reports, and scheduled Dr. Bernard Morrey’s deposition. 

Dr. Kearns, Dr. Matthew Morrey, and Dr. Bernard Morrey were all properly 

designated as non-retained experts.  Defendants claim their surgeon experts are 

“percipient” experts, and thus exempt from the Rule 26 report requirement, because the 

opinions they intend to offer are based on “first-hand knowledge” obtained prior to this 

litigation.  But so, too, are Dr. Kearns, Dr. Matthew Morrey, and Dr. Bernard Morrey:  

The delineation between a 26(a)(2)(B) expert and a 26(a)(2)(C) expert [i.e. a 
percipient expert] is whether the expert has “first-hand factual knowledge 
of the case so as to escape the requirement that he submit a full expert 
report.”  Beane v. Utility Trailer Manufacturing Co., 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
187700, 2013 WL 1344763, at *3 (W.D. La. Feb. 25, 2013) (quoting Skyeward 
Bound Ranch, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 59304, 2011 WL 2162719, at *2) (W.D. 
Tex. June 1, 2011).  See also Downey v. Bob's Discount Furniture Holdings, Inc., 
633 F.3d 1, 6 (1st Cir. 2011) (holding that Rule 26(a)(2)(B)'s designation of an 
expert who was “retained or specially employed” turned on “the difference 
between a percipient witness who happens to be an expert and an expert 
who without prior knowledge of the facts giving rise to litigation is 
recruited to provided expert testimony.”).  The advisory committee notes 
suggest Rule 26(a)(2)(C) applies to treating physicians or other healthcare 
professionals and employees of a party who do not regularly provide 
expert testimony.  See FED. R. CIV. P. 26, adv. comm. notes (2010).  
“Requiring less of an expert who is not retained or specially employed is 
logical because the type of witness usually has firsthand knowledge.”  
Skyeward Bound Ranch, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 59304, 2011 WL 2162719, at *2. 
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Eagle Oil & Gas Co. v. Travelers Prop. Cas. Co. of Am., 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 103537 (N.D. 

Tex. July 30, 2014).  The only difference between Plaintiffs’ non-retained experts and 

Defendants’ so-called “design surgeons” is the Defendants paid their design surgeons in 

excess of $100 million while they were obtaining their “first-hand knowledge,” while Dr. 

Bernard Morrey, Dr. Matthew Morrey, and Dr. Kearns obtained their knowledge by 

taking care of patients. 

The opinions expressed by Dr. Kearns, Dr. Matthew Morrey, and Dr. Bernard 

Morrey were based on their own education and clinical experience – obtained first hand 

and long before this litigation existed.  They were not retained to investigate the facts of 

the case and offer opinions based on that investigation, such as an accident reconstruction 

expert.  Rather, their opinions were based on their own independent knowledge. 

Defendants have argued in this case the risk of complications from metal-on-metal 

hip implants was justified because prior generation metal-on-polyethylene implants 

posed a significant risk of patients developing osteolysis, a condition they claim was very 

serious.45  They claim the orthopaedic surgery community was calling for an end to the 

use of polyethylene and a reintroduction of metal-on-metal hips.   

Dr. Bernard Morrey did his residency at the Mayo Clinic, beginning shortly after 

the first Charnley hip was implanted at that hospital.  His practice has spanned several 

decades, during which time total hip arthroplasty has grown from a relatively exotic 

                                                 

45 Defendants’ expert and Ultamet design surgeon Dr. Brian Haas testified at length about 
osteolysis, and showed the jury examples of patients with severe osteolysis who needed revision 
surgeries. 
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surgery to one of the most successful elective procedures in the United States and around 

the world.  He witnessed first-hand the performance of early generation metal-on-

polyethylene implants, as well as the development of higher performing polyethylenes 

over the last two decades.  In 2002, eight years before the first Pinnacle lawsuit was filed, 

Dr. Bernard Morrey co-authored a study on the 25-year survivorship of 2,000 

consecutively implanted Charnley hips at the Mayo Clinic.  (Exhibit DEMO631).  He 

testified about his knowledge – which was extensive – of the efforts to improve the wear 

characteristics of polyethylene to ensure they would last longer in patients, and his 

experience with moderately and highly cross-linked polyethylenes developed in the 

1980s and 1990s.  He testified that while improvements in polyethylene were needed due 

to the length of time implants were surviving, he was not in favor of metal-on-metal 

implants.  He succinctly described the reason for his view: 

And so the reason that I never used a metal-on-metal implant was simply 
the way I interpreted these data.  I knew -- my concern was that I didn't 
know what was going to happen to metal ions.  I didn't know what they 
were going to do in the body. Nobody knew what they were going to do in 
the body. And I didn't want to take any chances. It's that simple. I didn't 
want to take any chances. That's the risk issue. I didn't want to take any 
risks with my patients, not me personally. 

(Trial Tr., vol. 13, p. 67 (1/27/16)).  This was an opinion formed long before this litigation 

ever started.  Plaintiffs asked Dr. Bernard Morrey whether, in his opinion, the Pinnacle 

Ultamet hip implant was defectively designed, using the proper legal definition under 
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Texas law.46  His answer to the question shows that his opinions in this regard were based 

on his personal, first-hand knowledge, and were formed long before this litigation 

existed: 

The key in this -- this business here is that by the time that this decision was 
being made we had simulated data from the laboratory that showed that 
the highly cross-linked polyethylene dramatically improved the wear 
features.  That's what we were all asking after we had a solution.  What we 
didn't know with complete certainty is whether or not once implanted in 
the human body it would continue to perform as well as it did in the 
laboratory.  And that's really important because there had been at least two 
or three other efforts through the years to improve the polyethylene. They 
looked good in the lab. You put them in the body, and they didn't do well.   

So I had a skepticism, to be honest, about the cross-linked polyethylene, not 
because of anything I knew, but it's just because of that history with other 
efforts that didn't work. But I was willing to use the cross-linked 
polyethylene because it was so similar to what I was using, if it didn't work 
I felt like I had a solution because I had re-revised worn cups before. And 
so in this definition, because I thought there was a safer and equally 
effective -- clinically effective alternative design, I was not -- in my mind I 
could not accept the metal risk, and therefore by that definition, if you say 
do I consider that a defect, according to that definition, it would fit in the 
way that I think about it. 

(Trial Tr., vol. 13, pp. 78-79 (1/27/16)). 

Dr. Matt Morrey also developed his opinions based on first-hand knowledge 

acquired independent of this litigation and long before it began.  When asked why he did 

                                                 

46 It should be noted that Plaintiffs did not ask Dr. Bernard Morrey to offer opinions about case 
specific causation, since he had no first-hand knowledge of the Plaintiffs or their medical 
histories.  (See Trial Tr., vol. 13, pp. 74-75 (1/27/16)). 
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not use metal-on-metal hip implants, Dr. Matt Morrey described a case in which he 

participated as a resident in late 2006 or early 2007, where a patient with a metal-on-metal 

hip implant was in pain, but negative for infection.  They decided to do an exploratory 

surgery to see if they could determine what was causing her pain: 

We took her to the operating room and immediately upon entering her deep 
tissues fluid shot out of her joint and nearly hit the lights, nearly hit the light 
handles.  And getting into her hip joint, the tissues around the joint itself a 
great deal of them were necrotic or dead from the tremendous amount of 
pressure they were under.  The stability of her hip at that time was in 
question because of the amount of soft tissue destruction that we 
encountered.   

And so at the time we converted her from a metal-on-metal articulating 
surface to a ceramic-on-plastic bearing surface.  And sent the fluid for 
analysis, sent the muscle for analysis.  And this was at least to my 
knowledge one of the earlier descriptions of an acute local soft tissue 
reaction as a result of a metal-on-metal hip. 

Trial Tr. Vol. 16, pp. 28-29.  Dr. Matt Morrey also testified he only put in one metal-on-

metal hip implant:  for a patient who insisted on it, and despite Dr. Matt Morrey’s 

counseling that he not get a metal-on-metal hip, and whom he later had to revise.  So just 

like his father, Dr. Matt Morrey’s views about the risks of metal-on-metal hip implants 

and the comparative safety and effectiveness of metal-on-polyethylene implants were 

developed long before this litigation.47 

                                                 

47 In addition, Defendants deposed Dr. Matt Morrey not once, but twice.  During his first 
deposition, Plaintiffs did a direct examination in which they asked Dr. Morrey about his opinions 
on metal-on-metal and metal-on-polyethylene hip implants.  The examination included 
testimony about the 2007 metal-on-metal pseudotumor patient he described in court.  So 
Defendants could not credibly claim they were surprised by his testimony at trial or unable to 
prepare for it. 
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Unlike Dr. Bernard Morrey and Dr. Matt Morrey, Dr. Kearns used metal-on-metal 

hip implants with some of his patients, including Plaintiff Jay Christopher.  He testified 

he based his decision to use metal-on-metal implants on the following information:  

[T]he data supplied by the company, through publication and 
representatives, had an attractive feature that it may last much longer than 
all the other product liners available at the time.  “Much longer” meaning 
you want to operate on a patient once if possible and have their liner last 
ten to 15, 20, 30 years.  We didn't know how long. 

All the data that we were supplied showed that that metal liner would 
probably last longer than the polyethylene liner and put up with a lot of use 
and abuse, not that Mr. Christopher was going to abuse his hip and decide 
to run marathons or ironmans, but just that in the activities that he did for 
his normal life he required more wear and tear than say I would as an 
orthopedic surgeon. 

Q. All right. So where did you get your information that the metal liner 
would last much longer? 

A. I got my information from one of the consensus panels that I attended. 

Q. A DePuy consensus panel? 

A. That's correct. I got it from a brochure that my DePuy representative 
gave me. I got it from word of mouth, from my partners, and from the 
literature. Meaning -- literature from us is magazines that we read. 

Trial Tr. Vol. 12, pp. 136-37.  He further described what he knew about prior generation 

metal-on-metal hip implants and what he was told about the newer generation implants, 

including the Pinnacle Ultamet: 

Q.  You knew I would assume about the failures of metal-on-metal back 
from the '70s in the first generation? 

A. Sure. During residency we were taught about that. 

Q. All right. Did you believe that the problems with early generations of 
metal-on-metal had been fixed by the time you were putting these in? 

A. Well, that was my understanding. 
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Q. All right. Where did you get that understanding from? 

A. From various sources that I read.  For instance, the -- Pinnacle supplied 
a booklet that went through their tribology, different implant design, 
different design of the femoral head, different metallurgy, et cetera, et 
cetera, the technical stuff that we had to read about to say that this was 
newer, better and stronger, and smoother and better made and fit together 
better. 

Trial Tr. Vol. 12, pp. 137-38.  Dr. Kearns put a Pinnacle Ultamet hip in Plaintiff Jay 

Christopher in 2006.  He testified that he began to see patients returning to him in 

approximately 2010 with problems after receiving metal-on-metal hip implants.  When 

Mr. Christopher came back to Dr. Kearns in 2013 complaining of pain in his hip, Dr. 

Kearns ordered an MRI and blood testing for Cobalt and Chromium.  Based on those 

findings, he elected to monitor Mr. Christopher in the coming months: 

So what we did was we said, you know, if it gets worse over time, if it gives 
you more trouble, we can rework it up, we can do this again.  And we went 
from 6/6/13 to 12 -- December -- 

Q. December -- 

A. 17th -- 

Q. 13th I think is your surgery date? 

A. December 13th is the day -- December 16th was the day he was admitted.  
So six months later we did something about it. It wasn't that I panicked and 
rushed right in and did surgery. We gave this time to cool down and it 
didn't. It got worse.  So we went into the hip figuring that it was metal-on-
metal disease. 

Now, you can do another several thousand dollar workup.  There are one 
million people in this country -- or in the world actually -- with metal-on-
metal hip replacements.  So every time you want to do another workup and 
it's 200 – I mean it's $2,000 times a million, can we do that? Can we just keep 
on doing workup after workup after workup? 

You have to use judgment. 
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And really, part of the evaluation of this adverse reaction to metal debris, 
is patient symptoms, physical findings, lab values.  So you put it altogether. 
It's not just one thing or another. And that's what we've had meetings about 
over the years to discuss this. 

But we also know that if you have the patient who has a young age, is active, 
and has the beginnings of a metal-on-metal problem, if you wait it gets 
worse, and it's hard to fix.  Earlier intervention, better result.  

Trial Tr. Vol. 12, pp. 148-49.  Dr. Kearns’ testimony that the Pinnacle Ultamet hip implant 

he put in Mr. Christopher was defective, and that a metal-on-polyethylene implant likely 

would not have caused the same reaction, was based on his knowledge about the risks 

and benefits of metal-on-metal hip implants developed while treating patients in whom 

he implanted those devices.  Those opinions were based on his first hand, clinical 

experience, developed long before this litigation. 

Moreover, Defendants’ claim that they could not adequately cross-examine these 

witnesses is absurd.  Defendants have access to an entire stable of orthopaedic surgeons, 

including their own “design surgeons.”  They have designated these surgeons, in 

addition to Dallas orthopaedic surgeon Dr. Roger Emerson, as experts in this case.  

Defendants are fully aware of the clinical arguments against the use of metal-on-metal 

hip implants, and they cannot credibly claim to be surprised by the testimony offered by 

any of these witnesses, or to have been unprepared to cross-examine them.  Each witness 

gave principally the same opinions, that the risks associated with the use of metal-on-

metal outweigh its benefits, and that cross-linked polyethylene has essentially eliminated 

the risk of osteolysis.  Defendants claim the risk of osteolysis caused by prior generation 

metal-on-polyethylene implants justified their decision to re-introduce metal-on-metal 
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hip implants despite the poor performance of the first generation metal-on-metal hips 

and the unknown risks associated with metal wear debris and ions.  That claim has been 

a central aspect of the defense of this case.  Defendants’ claim that they were unprepared 

to cross-examine witnesses on these straightforward matters has utterly no merit.  

Moreover, Dr. Matt Morrey gave a complete direct examination at his first 

deposition in which he expressed the very same opinions he offered at trial.  Defendants 

had the opportunity to cross-examine him then, and at his second deposition in December 

of 2015, they simply chose not to do so. 

For these reasons, the testimony of Dr. Bernard Morrey, Dr. Matt Morrey, and Dr. 

Kearns was proper because each of them based their opinions on their percipient 

knowledge, developed independent from this litigation and long before it started.  They 

were correctly designated as non-retained experts, so no pretrial reports were required, 

and Defendants’ motion for mistrial should be denied. 

F. Evidence regarding a Pinnacle patient’s suicide was relevant and 
admissible. 

Defendants complain that testimony about an email from Dr. Jack Irving, which 

referenced the suicide of a patient, was unfairly prejudicial and requires a mistrial.  As 

this Court has held both in this case and in the Paoli trial, the email is both relevant and 

not unfairly prejudicial.  

The evidence in this case established that Defendants have since 2002 paid Dr. 

Irving more than $750,000 for consulting fees, research activities, expense reimbursement 

and training other surgeons.  Trial Tr. Vol. 7, 59: 10-21.  In 2009, Dr. Irving began to 
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express concern regarding metal-on metal bearings, and this interchange between Dr. 

Irving and Defendants continued through 2012, when Dr. Irving sent the email 

referencing the patient’s suicide.  Trial Tr. Vol. 7, 60: 13-78:16, PX 225, 7, 277, 256, 61. 

As the Court determined, this evidence is relevant for the notice Defendants had 

regarding the existence and seriousness of the metal-on metal problem.   (1/19/16 Trial 

Tr. 73:22-24, 77:19-78:7).  These rulings were in line with the Court’s ruling in the Paoli 

trial regarding the same exhibit.  There, the Court stated: 

However, DePuy employees discussed Dr. Irving’s complaints and this 
particular patient’s suicide extensively and their reaction to such 
information not only goes to notice but whether they heeded such notice 
and responded or continued to market the device, not being offered for the 
truth of the matter but for notice, intent, et cetera, all relevant to the issues 
in this case and for punitive damages. 

Paoli Trial Tr. Vol. 2 127:3-9).  The fact that the e-mail relating to the patient’s suicide was 

sent in 2012 after the Plaintiffs in this case had received their implants does not make the 

email irrelevant.   The 2012 e-mail was sent at a time when Plaintiffs Aoki and Christopher 

were still implanted with their DePuy metal-on-metal implants.48   Thus, those plaintiffs 

were still being exposed to metal wear from their implants at the time of the Irving email 

and could have benefitted from better warnings regarding metal-on-metal dangers.  

Moreover, the 2012 email represented the conclusion of an extended series of 

communications beginning in 2009 when Dr. Irving first expressed his concerns 

regarding metal-on-metal.  Rather than take his concerns seriously, Defendants labeled 

                                                 

48 Ms. Aoki’s implant was removed on February 22, 2013, and Mr. Christopher’s implant was 
removed on December, 16, 2013. 
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Dr. Irving an “outlier,” just as they did with Mr. Nargol in the UK.  Since all of the 

Plaintiffs in this case were being exposed to metal wear from the Pinnacle metal-on-metal 

implant in the 2009-2012 time period, the entire series of emails is relevant to all plaintiffs 

on the issue of whether Defendants properly heeded the information they were receiving 

regarding the seriousness of the situation.  Thus, the Court correctly determined the email 

to be relevant and admissible. 

The Court also properly rejected Defendants’ argument that the suicide reference 

was unduly prejudicial.  Citing authority from a Connecticut court of appeals and the 

Mississippi supreme court, Defendants suggest that any mention of suicide in a trial is 

unduly prejudicial.  The suggestion is incorrect; trial courts do in fact have discretion to 

admit evidence relating to a suicide without violating Rule 403.  See, Standen v. Gertrude 

Hawk Chocolate Co., No. 3:11cv1988, 2014 WL 1095129, *1-2 (M.D. Pa. 2014) (testimony 

regarding sexual harassment plaintiff’s suicide attempt was not unfairly prejudicial); 

Landrum v. Conseco Life Ins. Co., No. 1:12cv5-HSO-RHW, 2014 WL 288261 *7 (S.D. Miss. 

2014) (allowing plaintiff to testify regarding daughter’s suicide); United States v. Silvis, 33 

M.J. 135, 137 (C.M.A. 1991) (rejecting defendant’s argument that testimony regarding the 

victim’s suicide attempt was highly prejudicial.) 

In the cases cited by Defendants, the courts offered definitive reasons for excluding 

the suicide reference that distinguishes those cases from this case, whereas here 

Defendants rely merely on a generalized assertion of unfair prejudice.  For example, in 

State v. Pepper. 828 A.3d 1268, 1275 (Conn. App. Ct. 2003), the court of appeals affirmed 

the lower court’s refusal to allow a criminal defendant to cross-examine a sexual assault 
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victim regarding her attempted suicide, and did so because the “victim’s suicide attempt 

implicated her deepest personal and private thoughts and emotions, many of which were 

irrelevant at trial.”  Thus, the court’s holding in Pepper was based on its desire to protect 

the victim’s emotions in a trial that certainly would have warranted protection.  In Morgan 

v. State, 741 So.2d 246, 258-59 (Miss. 1999), the court held that evidence relating to the 

suicide of one of the defendant’s co-conspirators was unfairly prejudicial because it might 

cause the jury to transfer some of the suicide victim’s guilt onto the accused.  The Morgan 

court’s exclusion of suicide evidence in order to protect the rights of a criminal defendant 

has no application to this pharmaceutical case and an email referencing the suicide of a 

patient who was unconnected to any of the parties in this litigation.   

Recognizing that the challenged testimony involves only five lines of transcript 

and one exhibit, Defendants seek to magnify its effect by misquoting the record.  

Defendants claim Mr. Lanier’s questions were phrased so as to suggest that the Pinnacle 

hip implant could lead other patients to commit suicide.  In support, Defendants purport 

to quote Mr. Lanier’s question as stating, “[t]hat’s the same information you’ve been 

getting from your own doctors.”  Motion at 33, quoting Trial Tr. Vol. 7, 78:14-15 (emphasis 

added).  Based on this language, Defendants argue Mr. Lanier was improperly 

suggesting that Defendants were getting the same information from its own doctors that 

it got from Dr. Irving.  Defendant’s argument is wrong because Mr. Lanier’s question did 

not contain the word “same.”  Mr. Lanier actually asked Dr. Plouhar:  “That’s the 

information you’ve been getting from your own doctors, isn’t it,” Trial Tr. Vol. 7, 78:14-

15.  That statement merely emphasized that Dr. Irving was one of Defendants’ doctors 
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since he was being paid them for consulting, training, and submitting data regarding his 

patients, and that Dr. Irving’s information should have caused great concern for 

Defendants.  Trial Tr. Vol. 7, 58:14-60:12.   

Because the email relating to the patient’s suicide was relevant and not unfairly 

prejudicial, it cannot be the basis for a motion for mistrial. 

G. The “profane” emails about which Defendants complain were properly 
admitted as impeachment evidence in light of Defendants’ elicited 
testimony about their corporate culture. 

Defendants contend that Federal Rules of Evidence 401, 403, and 404 prohibit the 

introduction of certain emails containing profane and inappropriate language that were 

sent or received by Defendants’ employees.  While Defendants’ motion is not entirely 

clear regarding the exhibits about which they complain, Defendants do cite three 

examples—Plaintiffs’ Exhibits 3799, 3812, and 3804.  Defendants’ only objections to these 

documents were as follows: 

Mr. Quattlebaum:  Your Honor, we would object to exhibits that were not 
previously identified and placed on the exhibit list.  And we would also 
object to any -- I assume this is some kind of character evidence, in violation 
of Rule 404(a). 

… 

THE COURT:  Okay. You want to object to them as they come up? 

MR. QUATTLEBAUM:  I think I can object to 'em in whole as not being 
produced or placed on the exhibit list pursuant to the Court's order prior to 
the trial, and I can object to -- He refers to it as culture. It's nothing other 
than character evidence, exactly fitting 404(a). 

THE COURT: Well, if they are impeachment you can -- you can bring 'em 
now.  I don't know.  I haven't seen 'em.  I haven't looked at all these exhibits.  
Whether they are or aren't, we'll just have to rule on -- This one certainly is 
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for impeachment of what the culture was.  So I overrule your objection to 
this one. 

… 

MR. QUATTLEBAUM: May we have a continuing objection, Your Honor, 
for the same purposes? 

THE COURT: Assuming they're all like this, yes. 

MR. QUATTLEBAUM: Thank you. 

THE COURT: Same ruling.  Overruled.  Under the theory of -- and under 
what -- I do think this is impeachment.  

Trial Tr. Vol.4, p.27:9-p.29:11.  As to Exhibit 3804, Defendants asserted an additional, 

albeit vague, objection: 

MR. QUATTLEBAUM: Lester Littell is apparently not an employee of 
DePuy. Joel Mata is not an employee of DePuy. I don't have any idea who 
Cory Tsutsumi is. 

THE COURT: You can clear that up on redirect.  Overruled. 

… 

MR. QUATTLEBAUM: Mr. Lanier, may I have a copy of that last one? 

MR. LANIER: It was Plaintiff's Exhibit 3804, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: I assume you object to that too for the same reasons? 

MR. QUATTLEBAUM: Yes, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right.  Same ruling. 

Trial Tr. Vol.4, p.35:3-25.  The basis for this objection is unclear.  Giving Defendants the 

benefit of the doubt based on context, this objection could be considered, at most, an 

objection based on relevance.   

Thus, the only claims of error preserved by Defendants regarding this “category” 

of evidence are based on relevance and character evidence under Rule 404.  As discussed 
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in detail in Section A, Defendants introduced significant evidence intended to show their 

corporate culture as one with small town, wholesome, and ethical values.  The bottom 

line is Defendants made the emails relevant with their own testimony.  The emails were 

sent to or received by employees or representatives of Defendants and maintained in their 

custodial files.   For the reasons discussed in Section A, Defendants cannot be heard to 

complain of the Court’s error, if any, in admitting evidence that merely rebuts evidence 

they chose to introduce. 

Additionally, and as further discussed in Section A, Plaintiffs did not offer this 

evidence as character evidence under Rule 404.  It was offered solely to rebut the claims 

made about Defendants in their opening statement and during the testimony of Mr. 

Ekdahl. 

Finally, although Defendants did not timely object on Rule 403 grounds, there can 

be no question that the probative value of this evidence substantially outweighed any 

risk of unfair prejudice.  Virtually all evidence is prejudicial, or it is not material.  See 

Dollar v. Long Mfg., N. C., Inc., 561 F.2d 613, 618 (5th Cir. 1977).  As the Court pointed out 

during trial, just because this sort of evidence revealed poor behavior and actions does 

not mean it could not be admitted.  See Trial Tr. Vol.4, p.64:9-65:18.  This evidence 

demonstrated that “the company isn't all of what was being painted, and those -- that 

was [Defendants’] choice.”  Id.  

For these reasons and those set forth in Section A supra, Defendants’ motion 

should be denied. 
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II. THE FIFTH CIRCUIT HAS NOT APPLIED THE DOCTRINE OF 
“CUMULATIVE ERROR” IN CIVIL CASES – BUT EVEN IF IT APPLIES, 
THERE CAN BE NO CUMULATIVE ERROR WHEN THERE IS NO 
UNDERLYING ERROR. 

Finally, Defendants claim the cumulative effect of prejudicial questioning 

necessitates a mistrial.  This is essentially asking the Court to apply the cumulative error 

doctrine, which the Fifth Circuit has not yet stated applies in the civil context.49  Even if 

it applies, the circumstances of this case do not reach the level of cumulative error 

required to grant a mistrial.  The “cumulative error doctrine” as defined by the Fifth 

Circuit is as follows: 

“[T]he cumulative error doctrine ... provides that an aggregation of non-
reversible errors (i.e., plain errors failing to necessitate reversal and 
harmless errors) can yield a denial of the constitutional right to a fair trial, 
which calls for reversal.” United States v. Delgado, 672 F.3d 320, 343–44 (5th 
Cir. 2012) (en banc) (alteration and omission in original) (quoting United 
States v. Munoz, 150 F.3d 401, 418 (5th Cir. 1998)).  Reversal is only required, 
however, when those cumulative errors “so fatally infect[ed] the trial that 
they violated the trial's fundamental fairness.”  United States v. Fields, 483 
F.3d 313, 362 (5th Cir. 2007) (quoting United States v. Bell, 367 F.3d 452, 471 
(5th Cir. 2004)).  “We have repeatedly emphasized that the cumulative error 
doctrine necessitates reversal only in rare instances and have previously 
stated en banc that ‘the possibility of cumulative error is often 
acknowledged but practically never found persuasive.’” Delgado, 672 F.3d 
at 344(footnote omitted) (quoting Derden v. McNeel, 978 F.2d 1453, 1456 (5th 
Cir. 1992) (en banc)). 

                                                 

49 The Eastern District of Texas and other circuit courts have extended the cumulative error 
doctrine to the civil context.  See Taylor v. Harris, 505 F. Supp. 153, 155 n. 4 (E.D. Tex. 1981) (“The 
doctrine of cumulative error is a necessary corollary of the harmless error rule found in Rule 61 
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.”); see also Beck v. Haik, 377 F.3d 624, 645 (6th Cir. 2004) 
overruled on other grounds by Adkins v. Wolever, 554 F.3d 650 (6th Cir. 2009) (en banc); Frymire-
Brinati v. KPMG Peat Marwick, 2 F.3d 183, 188 (7th Cir. 1993). 
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U.S. v. Ramey, 531 Fed. App’x 410, 421 (5th Cir. 2013).  Importantly, courts should give 

“no weight [to non-errors] in a cumulative error analysis.”  U.S. v. Delgado, 672 F.3d 320, 

344 (5th Cir. 2012).  As discussed above, none of the rulings about which Defendants 

claim were erroneous, and thus cannot form the basis of a “cumulative error” claim.  

Defendants erroneously equate the “circumstances” in O’Rear v. Fruehauf Corp. 

with this case when relying on the Fifth Circuit’s explanation of the “dubious” “cleansing 

effect of cautionary instructions.”  554 F.2d 1304, 1309 (5th Cir. 1977).  The 

“circumstances” under which the Fifth Circuit granted a mistrial in O’Rear are well 

beyond those present in this case.  In O’Rear, the issue was “whether defense counsel’s 

repeated reference to a parallel state court proceeding, in deliberate disobedience of the 

trial court’s order [granting a motion in limine] forbidding such reference, coupled with 

the judge’s refusal to permit plaintiff’s counsel to respond to these references in final 

argument, was harmless error.” Id. at 1306 (emphasis added).  According to the Fifth 

Circuit, the point where the “cleansing effect of cautionary instructions” became 

“dubious” came only after continuous disobedience of the judge’s orders during trial:  

In this case we feel that point was reached immediately upon [the 
defendant’s] damaging remarks in his final argument.  At that point, the 
judge should have either declared a mistrial or allowed [the plaintiff] the 
opportunity to rebut [the defendant’s] false inferences in his final argument.  
The judge’s instruction that the jury was not to consider any [of the 
improper statements] did nothing to alleviate the erroneous impression 
created in the minds of the jurors, for it in no way [tempered the false 
inference derived from the statements].”  Id. at 1309 (emphasis added).   

The holding makes it clear that the Fifth Circuit requires more than a finding of improper 

prejudicial statements when granting a mistrial:  “We hold that the cumulative effect of 
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the prejudicial statements, the denial of an opportunity for appellant to respond to those 

statements, and the inadequate jury instruction[s]…prevented appellant from receiving 

a fair trial.”  Id. at 1310.   

In this case, this Court has already made pretrial rulings on motions in limine 

allowing the admission of many of the items that Defendants claim are error.  Plaintiffs 

have not continued any improper course against this Court’s rulings, and this Court has 

repeatedly made clear that Plaintiffs and Defendants have the opportunity to respond to 

questioning and evidence introduced by the other side.  These “circumstances” are a far 

cry from the ones the Fifth Circuit deemed necessitated the granting of a mistrial. 

CONCLUSION AND PRAYER 

For the reasons stated herein, Plaintiffs respectfully request that Defendants’ 

motion for mistrial be denied.   

February 23, 2016    Respectfully submitted,  
 

Plaintiffs’ Co-Lead Counsel:  
By: /s/ W. Mark Lanier 
W. Mark Lanier 
THE LANIER LAW FIRM 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that the foregoing instrument was served on counsel for the Defendants 

by the Court’s ECF system and also by electronic mail on February 23, 2016.  
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